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Abstract
Surprisingly large flavor asymmetry of the light-quark sea in the proton was reported in deep-inelastic scat-
tering and Drell-Yan experiments. The Bjorken-x dependence of the d̄/ū ratio extracted from the Fermilab
E866 experiment also revealed an intriguing drop at the highest values of x. The Fermilab E906/SeaQuest
experiment was designed to measure d̄/ū with improved accuracy at high Bjorken-x. By detecting high-
mass dimuon events produced in the interaction of 120 GeV proton beam with liquid hydrogen (LH2) and
deuterium (LD2) targets, the SeaQuest experiment probes the d̄/ū ratio up to x ≈ 0.45. Data collection
has been completed and the status of data analysis for SeaQuest is presented. Two different methods for
extracting the LD2/LH2 Drell-Yan cross section ratios for 0.1 ≤ x ≤ 0.45 are presented and the results are
in reasonable agreement. These ratios allow for the extraction of d̄/ū revealing an absence of the drop at
large x reported earlier by E866. Results from this work are compared with various theoretical models for
the flavor structure of the nucleon sea.
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I believe in evidence. I believe in observation,
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independent observers. I’ll believe anything,
no matter how wild and ridiculous, if there is
evidence for it. The wilder and more
ridiculous something is, however, the firmer
and more solid the evidence will have to be.”
—Isaac Asimov, The Roving Mind
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The first suggestion of a non-elementary nucleon came from measurements of the magnetic moment in the
1930s [1]. A fundamental particle should have magnetic moment proportional to its electric charge and spin
so the neutron with no electric charge and spin 1/2 having a negative moment suggested something else was
at play. Further indirect evidence arose with the discovery of the excited delta resonances of the nucleons
in the 1950s [2, 3, 4]. The discovery of the “zoo” of non-elementary particles in the 1940s and 1950s led
Gell-Mann and Zweig to independently propose a constituent quark model in the 1960s which classified the
burgeoning collection of hadrons based on their component building blocks [5, 6, 7]. The quark model was
originally viewed as a mathematical construct until it successfully predicted the existence of the Ω− particle,
discovered at Brookhaven in 1964 [8].
1.1.1 Quark Model
The quark model evolved out of a need to understand the relationship between the growing number of
hadrons discovered in the 1940s and 1950s. By observing the similar masses of groups of hadrons, an
approximate SU(3) symmetry was suggested. Each of the particles would be represented by a vector |ψ〉
and a transformation to another particle A |ψ〉 (or superposition) where A is a member of SU(3). The basis






















Two key problems with this theory became apparent: the non-existence of any fractionally charged particles,
and the existence of the ∆++ baryon (fig. 1.1). If quarks were real, why were they unobserved, and how can
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(a) Octet consisting of the spin 1
2
baryons.
(b) Decuplet consisting of the spin 3
2
baryons.
Figure 1.1: Baryons are plotted according to their strangeness (vertical) and charge (diagonal). The lines
connecting baryons represent rotations in SU(3) flavor space, or the interchange of quarks from one flavor
to another.
a ∆++ baryon exist which apparently has a spin 32 corresponding to a triplet of u quarks all with the same
spin? This necessitated the existence of a new quantum number, color. Color solves the Pauli Exclusion
problem with the ∆++ while also allowing the overall wavefunction to remain antisymmetric for the fermion.
Color itself is also an SU(3) symmetry with basis states (r,g,b) (fig. 1.2).
Figure 1.2: All hadrons are formed out of colorless combinations of quarks. Either rgb, r̄ḡb̄ for baryons or
rr̄, gḡ, bb̄ for mesons. The gluons which carry the strong force are themselves colored in the form of color
and anti color.
In order to explain the absence of free quarks (and observable color), color confinement is introduced.
The idea is that all observable particles are colorless combinations of quarks. The gluon, the strong force
vector boson which interacts with color, interacts with increasing intensity over large distances. This causes
it to be more energetically favorable at a sufficiently large distance to split a gluon into a qq̄ pair with
corresponding colors to neutralize all the remaining colored hadrons. This is called hadronization.
2
1.1.2 Deep Inelastic Scattering
The first direct measurement of the substructure of the nucleon came from Deep Inelastic Scattering (DIS)
experiments in the late 1960s [9, 10]. By measuring the energy and the angle of deflection of a scattered
energetic electron off a nucleon, one could determine the internal structure of the nucleon. The higher
energy results in a smaller wavelength of the probe, allowing finer resolution. Due to the point-like nature
of electrons and the understood electromagnetic interaction, the original experiments used them as a probe.

















The coefficient, α2/(4E2 sin4 θ2 ), is from Mott scattering, while the structure functions W1 and W2
characterize the internal structure of the target hadron. νW2 is related to the Fourier transform of the
charge density and so a constant value of νW2 as a function of Q
2 would represent a delta function of charge
density, or a point particle. Figure 1.3 shows the value of νW2 recorded at constant ω = 4. In the parton
model we use the variable x = 1/ω = Q
2
2Mν called Bjorken x, which is the fraction of the nucleon’s momentum
carried by the point particle [11].
Figure 1.3: The oberservation at the SLAC experiment of an independence of the structure function νW2
on energy Q2. This data is taken at ω = 1/x = 4 [12].
Bjorken suggested that the structure functions would exhibit scaling behavior, or at large values of energy








2) = F1(x) (1.4)
3
1.1.3 Parton Model
The existence of this scaling behavior led Feynman to speculate that DIS wasn’t inelastic at all, but instead
elastic scattering off the pointlike constituents of the proton, which he called partons [13].
The first step is to understand the physical significance of Bjorken x. In the scenario where an electron
scatters off a parton in a nucleon via exchange of a virtual photon of momentum q, conservation of energy
dictates that
(q + fp)2 = (fM)2 (1.5)
where p is the momentum of the whole nucleon, f is the fractional momentum carried by the parton and M








The scaling variable x which Bjorken theorized classifies the structure functions at infinite Q2 is in fact
the fractional momentum of the constituent interacted with. In the infinite momentum limit we expect
the partons to be infinitely Lorentz contracted and therefore be non-interacting. If the nucleon is simply
a collection of non-interacting pointlike particles, then the structure function should be able to be written
as an incoherent sum over the individual parts weighed by the probability density of encountering a parton











where the electric charge of the parton ei is due to the electromagnetic coupling via the photon.
Parton Spin























where GE , GM are the electric and magnetic moment distributions and τ = −q2/4m2. Applying this to
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F2(x) = F1(x), (1.14)
called the Callan-Gross relation.
For the case of a spin 0 parton, we would have GM = 0 in equation 1.14 which would lead to F2(x) = 0.
Figure 1.4 shows the test of the Callan-Gross relation from the DIS experiments at SLAC in the 1960s
confirming the spin 1/2 nature of the partons.
Figure 1.4: Measurement of the Callan-Gross relation K0 = F2/(2xF1)− 1. This shows the spin 1/2 nature
of the partons [12]
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1.1.4 Quantum Chromodynamics
In 1973 Gross, Wilczek, and Politzer proposed a non-abelian gauge theory which would go on to become
Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) [14, 15]. QCD helped unify the quark and parton models and reconcile
the seemingly inconsistency between color confinement and asymptotic freedom. Central to this unification
is the idea of a running coupling constant.
Figure 1.5: Left shows the screening effects of Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) due to vacuum polarization.
Middle shows the screening effects from QCD. The right shows the anti-screening from QCD due to the color
carried by the colored gauge bosons in the strong force (gluons)[16].
Quantum Electrodynamics (QED), the field theory which governs the electromagnetic force, also has a
running coupling constant which can be understood in the context of vacuum polarization. The vacuum can
split into charge-anticharge pairs, which will align to a charged particle. This effect reduces or screens the
electric charge observed. What happens is that at higher energies, one measures at shorter distances and
this screening is reduced, revealing the bare charge. This same effect happens in QCD (fig. 1.5 middle).
However, due to the non-abelian nature of QCD, the gluons themselves have color-anticolor. The absorption
and emission of gluons themselves results in the opposite effect antiscreening (fig. 1.5 right). The ultimate
result is a competition between these two effects, which for the Standard Model with SU(3) color and 3
flavors of quarks results in antiscreening winning.
The effect of antiscreening in QCD results in a coupling constant which decreases in strength at higher
energies. This allows the strong force to be strong enough to require color confinement while also having
asymptotic freedom when probing at sufficiently high energies. In this way the partons are understood to
be the same as Gell-Mann’s quarks.
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1.1.5 Sum Rules
Equation 1.7 represented the structure functions in terms of a sum over the quark flavors of the momentum
fraction carried by each quark in the infinite momentum frame. The functions f are referred to as parton
density functions (PDF) and are crucial to understanding the structure of hadrons. There are certain
constraints we can place on these PDFs in the form of integrals over all possible values of x. These constraints
are called sum rules.
For an example take the proton. We expect the proton to contain 2 up quarks and one down quark, so
one might naively expect
∫ 1
0
u(x)dx = 2, (1.15)
∫ 1
0
d(x)dx = 1. (1.16)
A problem arose when measuring the PDFs at low x, they diverged (fig. 1.6). In fact if you were to count
up the total number of quarks in a proton from equations 1.15, 1.16 one would obtain infinity. Feynman
tried to explain this rise at low x by the existence of sea quarks [17]. The gluons in the hadron will split into
quark-antiquark pairs containing a very low fraction of the protons momentum. If one were to then instead
integrate the difference between the q and q̄ PDFs, the sea contribution would be subtracted away,
∫ 1
0
u(x)− ū(x)dx = 2, (1.17)
∫ 1
0
d(x)− d̄(x)dx = 1. (1.18)
7
Figure 1.6: Proton PDFs from CTEQ6M at Q = 2 GeV [18]. Note that the PDFs are generally plotted as
xq(x), the momentum density function in order to avoid the divergence at x = 0.







It is expressed here in terms of the structure functions because those are more directly the quantities
measured. By taking the difference between the F2 structure function for scattering off a proton and F2
for scattering off a neutron one can obtain a very interesting measurement of the sea quarks. Using a












(up(x) + ūp(x)) +
1
9
(dp(x) + d̄p(x))− (u↔ d)
]
(1.21)
Here the more massive quarks have been dropped as they will cancel in the final calculation anyway. Next,








(u(x) + ū(x)− d(x)− d̄(x))
]
(1.22)
Here the proton/neutron subscripts have been dropped because all PDFs are expressed in terms of the
8























At the time of its invention, Gottfried believed that the u and d quarks had identical seas, that is SG =
1
3 .
It was soon shown that this is not the case.
1.1.6 Violation of the Gottfried Sum Rule
The first estimates of the GSR came from electron scattering off nucleons at SLAC experiments [19]. Only
having data of x > 0.08 limited the significance, but a value of SG = 0.19 was observed. In 1973 this
was improved to x > 0.05 and SG = 0.28, but the result was still significantly below a symmetric sea of
SG =
1
3 . In the 1980s, the European Muon Collaboration (EMC) at CERN measured scattering of a muon
beam off deuterium and hydrogen [20, 21] obtaining SG = 0.235 + 0.110 − 0.099. While consistent with
previous experiments this was still below 13 . The New Muon Collaboration (NMC) significantly improved
the accuracy by extending the measurements down to x > 0.004 and by measuring results from two targets
simultaneously which significantly reduced systematics due to beam uncertainty [22]. This resulted in the
best measurement yet of SG = 0.240± 0.016 (fig. 1.7). This finally shows a statistically significant result of
a violation of the Gottfried Sum Rule.
An updated result came out in 1994 shifting the value to SG = 0.235±0.026 resulting in a slight reduction
in statistical significance [23], but the next major breakthrough would require the Drell-Yan process and
give a more direct look into the PDFs of antiquarks.
9
Figure 1.7: Measurement of the GSR from the NMC experiment. Measured F p2 − Fn2 (solid black) and
integrated (open) are shown including the extrapolated value of SG. The original result from 1991 is shown
with triangular points while more updated analysis in 1994 is shown in open circles.
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1.2 Drell-Yan
Figure 1.8: The Drell-Yan process describes the annihilation of a quark and an antiquark from colliding
hadrons. The interaction is mediated by a virtual photon which then decays into a pair of charged leptons.
Drell and Yan first described the dimuon production process in their 1970 paper [24]. In the context of
the parton model, they described a parton-antiparton annihilation in hadron-hadron collisions (fig. 1.8)
which results in a smoothly falling cross section versus Q2. In a proton-proton collision, the antiparton
must therefore come from the sea. Drell-Yan cross sections are typically expressed in terms of x1, x2 or
xF ,M . Because there are now two hadrons, each gets a separate Bjorken x to describe its relevant parton:
x1 conventionally refers to the beam and x2 refers to the target in fixed target experiments. The alternative
is to measure the fractional longitudinal momentum xF = pL(γ∗)/pL(max). In the infinite momentum
limit, pL(max) =
√
s/2 and xF = x1 − x2 in the center-of-mass frame. The complementary variable M , the
invariant mass of the dimuon, has a simple relation of M2 = sx1x2 where s is the center of mass energy
squared of the system.










e2i [qi(x1)q̄i(x2) + q̄i(x1)qi(x2)] (1.25)
The first is electromagnetic coupling α. The parton-antiparton pair annihilate into a virtual photon and as
such, the process is mediated by the electromagnetic force. Second, the antiparton distribution q̄(x) shows
up here as a product with the parton distribution instead of a sum in DIS (eq. 1.20). This is important
because the sea contribution in DIS is overshadowed by the valence contribution except at very low x (fig.
1.6). This distinction allows for Drell-Yan experiments to directly probe the sea PDFs even at high x instead
of simply measuring their x-integrated value in terms of the Gottfried Sum. Finally, the 1/s term shows a
suppression of the Drell-Yan process at high center of mass-energy squared, s.
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1.2.1 NA51
The NA51 experiment at CERN was the first Drell-Yan experiment dedicated to the measurement of the
flavor structure of the nucleon sea [25, 26]. By measuring the ratio of the cross section of protons on
hydrogen to protons on deuterium targets, one could extract the sea quark ratio ū/d̄. Drell-Yan events were
detected from a pair of muons (dimuon) which resulted from the decay of the virtual photon. Muons are a
convenient signal because they are relatively long lived and deeply penetrating. Unlike hadrons, muons do
not interact via the strong force, so they do not experience hard collisions with nuclei. The Muon has a mass
approximately 200 times that of the electron, therefore loses significantly less energy electromagnetically via
Bremstrahlung. By requiring a pair of muons to originate from the same vertex, it is possible to remove the
background from the coincidence of single muons.
A 450 GeV proton beam was used on fixed targets of liquid hydrogen and liquid deuterium. Ignoring
nuclear effects, the deuterium target can be expressed as the sum of a proton and a neutron target (σpd =
σpp + σpn). Using charge symmetry it is then possible to relate the PDFs for the neutron to the proton and
express the ratio of the cross sections in terms of the ratio of the antiquark PDFs.
σpp − σpn
σpp + σpn
≈ (4λV − 1)(λs − 1) + (λV − 1)(4λs − 1)
(4λV + 1)(λs + 1) + (λV + 1)(4λs + 1)
(1.26)
Here λV = uV /dV and λs = ū/d̄ are the ratio of the u/d valence and sea respectively. Equation 1.26
has already made the assumption of zero rapidity (xF = 0, x1 = x2) specific to the NA51 detector. The
experiment only was able to measure the asymmetry at one value of x2 = 0.18 at a value of ū/d̄ = 0.51 ±
0.04(stat) ± 0.05(syst) or d̄/ū = 1.96. This was able to show that indeed there was a significant difference
in the sea quark distribution. The next step was to map out this asymmetry as a function of x.
1.2.2 E866
E866 (NuSea) was designed to measure the flavor structure of sea quark PDFs over a broad range of x to
significantly higher precision than before. Using a 800 GeV proton beam on liquid hydrogen and deuterium
targets E866 finished at Fermilab in 1997 [27]. By increasing the beam intensity from 109 protons per second
in NA51 to 1011 protons per second E866 was able to increase the number of observed dimuon events by a
factor of 100. The cross section ratio was measured at 0.015 < x2 < 0.350 (fig. 1.9).
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Figure 1.9: Cross section ratio for deuterium over hydrogen per nucleon for combined E866 data. The results
are compared with NLO global fits before E866 data (CTEQ4M and MRS(r2)) and those including E866
data (CTEQ5M, MRST, GRV98). The dashed line shows the results from CTEQ5M(d̄ = ū) where the sea
quarks have a symmetric PDF [28].
The E866 data are consistent with previous predictions at low x2 < 0.15 (CTEQ4M, MRS(r2)). There
is a gradual rise in the cross section ratio up until its peak at 0.15. None of the models predicted the fall off
at high x. When updated to include the E866 data, the fits more closely follow the data, but still disagree
about the ratio dropping below 1 at the highest two data points. When compared with a model forcing the
sea to be symmetric, the inconsistency shows clear evidence for an asymmetric sea.
Instead of measuring at zero rapidity (xF = 0), E866 measured at forward rapidity (xF > 0) where the
x1 of the beam is larger than the x2 of the target. Since the sea quark PDFs are dropping rapidly at high x
this encourages the sea quark to originate from the target instead of the beam. This can be approximated
in equation 1.25 by dropping the q̄i(x1)qi(x2) term. This allows the approximation
σpd/2σpp ≈ (1 + d̄/ū)/2. (1.27)
One can then see that a drop in the cross section ratio below 1 would imply ū > d̄. Using an iterative
procedure the d̄/ū ratio can be extracted from the cross section ratio.
13
Figure 1.10: Sea quark ratio obtained from E866 data. The NA51 data point is included for compar-
ison as an open square. The NLO calculations are shown both before (CTEQ4M, MRS(r2)) and after
(CTEQ5M,MRST,GRV98) inclusion of the E866 data. Note that while the calculations agree with the data
at low x, the data fall off significantly faster than expected including a region of ū > d̄.
The surprising turn over at x = 0.15 and subsequent fall below 1 was not expected and the comparatively
large uncertainty warranted further investigation. The E906 experiment was proposed as a way to measure





E906 (SeaQuest) was a fixed target experiment at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (Fermilab) which
recorded data from 2014 to 2017. It was the latest fixed target Drell-Yan experiment at Fermilab and unique
in that instead of using the 800 GeV proton beam, it used the 120 GeV proton beam coming from the Main
Injector. The lower beam energy was advantageous to increase the cross section of the Drell-Yan events at
high x2 (eq. 1.25) as well as reducing the radiation intensity in the experimental hall. The experimental
apparatus consisted of a sliding target table, two dipole magnets, and four tracking stations as shown in
figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1: Experimental apparatus for the SeaQuest experiment.
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The coordinate system defines z along the direction of the beam coming from upstream of the target and
going to downstream. The x-axis is aligned horizontal to the ground and in the bend plane from the two
dipole magnets. The y-axis is upward in the vertical direction.
The proton beam originates from upstream and is first incident on the target which consists of a sliding
table with the collection of various liquid, solid, and calibration targets. After the target, there is a gap of
100 cm before the front face of FMAG. FMAG is a roughly 5 meter cubed block of iron which serves as a
focusing magnet, a hadron absorber, and a beam dump. Since the signal events consist of pairs of muons,
FMAG effectively removes all non-muon particles. The gap was chosen to give sufficient distinction between
target and dump events while also reducing the time allowed for pions and other hadrons produced in the
target to decay into spurious muons.
After the dump, station 1 is the first tracking station. Each of the first three stations consist of a pair
of horizontal and vertical hodoscope planes as well as six wire chamber planes. Following the first detector
station is KMAG which provides another x momentum kick designed to measure the momentum of the
tracks. KMAG is an open aperture dipole magnet in order to reduce muon multiple scattering. Stations 2
and 3 measure the straight line tracks from the muons followed by an iron wall and station 4, which is used
primarily for an additional check on muon identification.
2.2 Beam
The beam starts by accelerating ionized hydrogen in a static electric field up to 35 keV. This stream of protons
is then passed into a Radio-Frequency Quadrupole (RFQ) with a frequency of 53.1 MHz to accelerate up to
750 keV. The RFQ causes the beam to be split into 2 ns “buckets” which are 18.8 ns apart. The beam is then
sent into a linear series of superconducting radio-frequency cavities which accelerate the protons up to 400
MeV. The protons are then sent into the Booster which is a 460 meter circumference ring which accelerates
the protons to 8 GeV. The full circumference of the Booster holds 84 buckets. Six batches from the Booster
are then held in the Recycler. The seventh gap is used as an ”abort-gap” which gives the time to ramp up
abort magnets to safely dump the beam in case of emergency giving a total of 7 · 84 = 588 buckets.
Each of these 588 bucket groups is then transferred to the Main Injector, which accelerates the protons
up to the final 120 GeV. Receiving all of the beam at once would be significantly too high intensity, so the
beam is distributed to the target over five seconds using a slow-spill extraction method. An electromagnetic
septum slowly peels protons off from the main injector aiming to get about 1e4 protons per bucket. Each
5 second spill takes 369,000 turns of the main injector and is followed by a 55 second gap while the Main
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Figure 2.2: The protons measured for each individual RF bucket over a period of 3 turns. The top plot
shows a time of relative low intensity. Only a few of the buckets exceed the inhibit threshold (red line).
Conversely, the bottom plot shows a time of relatively high intensity, where a large fraction of the buckets
exceeds the threshold. A high intensity bucket inhibits the preceding and subsequent 9 RF buckets.
Injector recharges and sends beam to other experiments. The 55 second gap between spills gives time for
the target table to shift to a new target, the DAQ system to recover, and some of the radiation in the target
cave to dissipate.
One of the major challenges of the SeaQuest experiment was the irregularity of the buckets (figure 2.2).
Due to the method of the slow-spill extraction, protons per bucket varied from 0 to 1e5 protons. Because
the trigger system is based on the poor position resolution but fast timed hodoscopes, high intensity events
would most likely trigger. In addition, the higher intensity events had a longer DAQ readout time resulting
in more “deadtime” where subsequent buckets were not recorded. This necessitated the implementation of a
Beam-Intensity Monitor (BIM) upstream of the target which could record the intensity of each bucket and
inhibit the DAQ for high intensity buckets.
The BIM (figure 2.3) is composed of a photo multiplier tube (PMT) and a small chamber of 80% Argon,
20% CO2 gas. When a bucket of protons passes through the gas it releases Cerenkov radiation which is
redirected to the PMT. This is then readout using the Charge Integrated Encoder (QIE) designed by FNAL
for CMS at CERN. The QIE digitizes and integrates the PMT signals for each bucket. In order to be
converted into protons, the value is compared with the Secondary Emission Monitor (SEM) upstream of the
BIM. The SEM records a more accurate spill level quantity of protons.
liveProtons = (QIE − pedestal) · SEM/(QIEsum− pedestal · 588 · 369000) (2.1)
Equation 2.1 is how the protons for a given bucket are calculated. QIEsum is the sum of all of the QIE
values for the whole spill. The pedestal is the non-zero value that the QIE records during buckets with no
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Figure 2.3: The Beam Intensity Monitor (BIM) is situated upstream of the target and is a Cerenkov counter
which measures the proton intensity with individual bucket resolution.
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Figure 2.4: Even during buckets with no beam, the QIE records a finite value. This is a plot of the number
of protons measured for events from the random trigger. The pedestal is obtained by extrapolating to the
x-axis intercept. The gaps in the histogram at high values is due to the floating point resolution of the QIE.
beam due to noise. This number must be subtracted from the bucket specific QIE value, as well as the spill
integrated QIEsum. There are a total of 588 · 369000 buckets per spill. The pedestal itself has a rather large
uncertainty (figure 2.4), but the specific value used has a very small impact on the final analysis. The value
used was 34± 5.
2.3 Targets
The target table (figure 2.5) consists of two liquid targets, three solid nuclear targets, and two calibration
targets. The liquid hydrogen (LH2) and liquid deuterium (LD2) are stored and cooled in identical flasks.
One of the calibration targets is another flask which is evacuated. By comparing the events recorded on
the empty flask, background events which originate from the air upstream and downstream of the target as
well as from the flask itself can be subtracted. The solid targets consist of a series of three disks of each
material, iron (Fe), carbon (C), and tungsten (W). The disks are separated to give a similarly distributed
target length as the liquid flask targets, and the length of each of the disks is designed such that the solid
targets have a similar interaction length and z distribution as the deuterium target (table 2.1). The final
calibration target is the ”none” target. It is just an empty space with air instead of a target.
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Figure 2.5: Target table for SeaQuest. The beam is incident on one target at a time and between spills the
table will shift horizontally to bring a new target into place. The shifting of targets between spills helps
reduce systematic uncertainty due to variations in the beam and detector performance over time.
As the beam passes through a liquid target, it must first pass through the 140 µm-thick titanium windows
of the vacuum vessel, and the 51 µm-thick stainless steel end-caps of the flask. This results in a non-zero
interaction length for the empty flask. The flasks themselves are 50.8 cm long.
In the 55 second downtime between spills, there is enough time for the target table to cycle to a new
target. Interchange of the targets between spills helps ensure equal statistics for the targets as well as remove
systematics due to time varying uncertainties in the beam and detectors.
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1 H2 0.071 50.8 0.069 10
2 Empty Flask - 0.0016 0.0016 2
3 D2 0.163 50.8 0.120 5
4 No Target - - 0 2
5 Iron 7.87 1.905 0.114 1
6 Carbon 1.80 3.322 0.0696 2
7 Tungsten 19.30 0.953 0.096 1
Table 2.1: Physical parameters of the targets. Because the hydrogen target has roughly half the interaction
length of the deuterium target, we record twice the number of spills for the hydrogen target to ensure roughly
equal statistics on the two targets.
2.4 Magnets
There are two dipole magnets used in the SeaQuest apparatus. The first magnet (FMAG) is an aluminum
bedstead coil filled with high purity iron blocks. It measures 503 cm long by 302.4 cm tall by 160 cm wide.
A 2000 ampere current creates a nearly uniform 2.07 Tesla field in the central region of the magnet oriented
in the vertical y direction. This provides a singly charged particle with a horizontal momentum kick of 3.07
GeV.
FMAG serves four main purposes: focusing the signal muons, sweeping away low momentum charged
particles, a beam-dump, and as a hadron absorber. Nuclear interaction length of iron is 16.77 cm, so all of
the residual beam which did not interact with the target is absorbed before reaching the detector stations.
In order to reduce the radiation in the target cave, a 5cm diameter 25 cm deep hole was drilled in the front
face of FMAG.
Monte Carlo simulations predict that an average of 0.44 GeV transverse momentum is gained from
multiple scattering while the muons traverse FMAG. The peak momentum loss is 7.6 GeV with a long high
energy tail. The average momentum loss is 8.45 GeV.
The second magnet (KMAG) is an open air core dipole magnet originally used in the E799/kTev exper-
iment. It is 300 cm long with a 289 cm by 203 cm opening. While running, a 1600 A current generates a
uniform 0.39 T field, parallel to that of FMAG, which provides passing muons with a 0.39 GeV transverse
momentum kick. The positioning of KMAG between detector stations 1 and 2 allows for the measurement
of the momentum of the passing muons.
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Name # Paddles Paddle Width [cm] Plane Width x Height [cm x cm] z [cm]
H1L 20 7.32 78.74 x 140.117 654.03
H1R 20 7.32 78.74 x 140.117 654.03
H1B 23 7.32 162.008 x 69.85 667.118
H1T 23 7.32 162.008 x 69.85 667.118
H2L 19 13 132 x 241.285 1402.86
H2R 19 13 132 x 241.285 1402.86
H2B 16 13 203.238 x 152 1421.06
H2T 16 13 203.238 x 152 1421.06
H3B 16 14.5785 227.518 x 167.64 1958.51
H3T 16 14.5785 227.518 x 167.64 1958.51
H4Y1L 16 23.4775 152.4 x 365.797 2130.27
H4Y1R 16 23.4775 152.4 x 365.797 2146.45
H4Y2L 16 23.4775 152.4 x 365.797 2200.44
H4Y2R 16 23.4775 152.4 x 365.797 2216.62
H4T 16 19.6475 304.518 x 182.88 2235.5
H4B 16 19.6475 304.518 x 182.88 2250.68
Table 2.2: The specifications of the hodoscopes during Data Set 2. Each of the paddles has an overlap of
0.3175 cm. Hodoscopes are labelled by the station they are a part of, and L,R for left right or T, B for top
bottom. Stations 4 has two sets of y measuring planes.
2.5 Detectors
The detector stations are built out of three main components: hodoscope panels, wire drift chambers, and
proportional tubes. The hodoscope panels provide a fast signal which is able to distinguish events from
different proton buckets. The hodoscope signals are important for the triggering system. Conversely, the
wire drift chambers provide a high resolution signal for precisely measuring the position and momentum of
the tracks. Finally the proportional tubes provide an additional check on the particle which penetrates the
thick iron wall to ensure that the tracks are in fact from muons.
2.5.1 Hodoscopes
The front of each tracking station is covered with two planes of hodoscopes (table 2.2). Each of the planes
is composed of slightly overlapping panels with a PMT at the end. When a charged particle enters one of
the panels, it excites the molecules of the panel which then release photons. The photons are then reflected
towards the PMT which records the passage of the charged particle. The two hodoscope planes are oriented
perpendicular to each other so that one of the planes records the horizontal x position and one records the
vertical y position. Because station 4 is larger than the other stations the hodoscopes were split in half
and there is a PMT on each end. The hodoscopes were moved along with the stations to the new locations



















Table 2.3: New hodoscope z positions during Data Set 3
2.5.2 Wire Chambers
In stations 1, 2 and 3 there are wire drift chambers designed for precision measurements. As a charged
particle enters a drift chamber, it ionizes the gas. The resulting free electrons are then drawn towards the
positively charged wires. When electrons strike a wire, a signal is sent down the wire which is then amplified
and recorded.
Each wire chamber contains six planes of wires labeled X,X ′, U, U ′, V, V ′. The X plane contains vertical
wires which correspondingly records the x position of a track. The U and V planes are oriented -14◦ and
+14◦ respectively relative to the x plane. Because the bend plane is in the x − z plane, measuring the
x position accurately is more important than the y position. This is why the U and V planes are only
slightly rotated with respect to the vertical. The primed planes have the same orientation as their unprimed
counterparts but they are offset by half a wire separation. This helps resolving the left-right ambiguity of a
track.
Stations 2 and 3 use a gas mixture of Argon:Methane:CF4 of 88:8:4 with a drift velocity of 20 µm/ns.
The gas mixture is chosen in order to more accurately reconstruct the drift distance from the drift time.
Due to the higher incident intensity, station 1 uses a different mixture of Argon:CF4:Isobutane:Methylal








































































































































































































































Figure 2.6: Top and side views of proportional chambers in station 4.
2.5.3 Proportional Tubes
Station 4 is primarily used for muon verification. A 1 meter thick wall of iron between stations 3 and 4 helps
remove remaining hadrons and electrons. Station 4 itself is built out of four planes of proportional tubes:
X,X ′, Y, Y ′. Each plane contains 9 modules of 2 rows of 8 tubes (figure 2.6). The tubes are 2 inch diameter,
1/16 inch thickness, hollow aluminum tubes each containing a gold plated 40 µm tungsten anode wire. The
tubes are filled with the same “slow gas” as in stations 2 and 3. The tubes themselves function on a similar
principle as the drift chambers.
2.6 Timeline
Analyzable data were taken from 6/25/2014 until 7/6/2017. Data recorded over time are grouped into
“Data Sets” where the run conditions were mostly the same. The most significant changes between Data
Sets are the changes in the roadset (table 2.4). A roadset is a collection of roads (combination of hodoscope
paddle hits) which are denoted by the field programmable gate arrays (FPGA) to be recorded as an event
of interest. Over the course of the experiment, the roadsets were refined for better background removal.
The other important events were the flipping of the magnet polarity and the replacement of the deuterium
target. The magnet polarity was flipped on 1/14/2015 for two reasons. The first is to study some systematics
due to the choice of the magnet polarity. The other was due to the placement location of our electronics.
Because our beam is composed of protons with positive charge, one side of the experimental hall receives
more radiation than the other. The original choice of magnet polarization resulted in the majority of our
electronics being bombarded with excess radiation causing some hardware failures. After the polarity flip
the positively charged background was bent away from our electronics.
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Data Set Event Date
2 Roadset 57 6/25/14 to 8/20/14
Roadset 59 8/20/14 to 9/3/14
N/A D3p and D3m moved 10/3/14
3 Roadset 62 11/8/14 to 1/14/15
Deuterium change 11/13/14
Deuterium change 12/2/14
Magnet polarity flipped 1/14/15
Roadset 67 1/25/15 to 6/19/15
Deuterium change 4/24/14
D1 and H1 moved 5/13/15
Roadset 70 6/19/15 to 7/3/15
4 Constant adjustments 11/13/15 to 3/6/16
5 Roadset 78 3/6/16 to 7/29/16
6 Roadset 78 1/15/17 to 7/6/17




There is a long sequence of software chains to get the data from raw recorded files to analyzable forms. An
outline of the procedure can be seen in Figure 3.1. This section will primarily be focused on the tracking
and embedding processes as those were the parts of the analysis I was primarily responsible for. The mass
fit and intensity extrapolation are covered in the analysis chapter.
3.1 Messy Monte Carlo Embedding
There are two important steps to producing a realistic Monte Carlo: realization and background embedding.
Realization is discussed in the EventReducer section of kTracker and embedding is discussed here. Embed-
ding is the process of adding the hits from one event to another. The purpose of this is to produce random
noise to test how good kTracker is at finding tracks in noisy events. For a background source, the NIM3
trigger is used. This is the random trigger which fires on the coincidence of two clocks (one timed with
the beam RF structure and another to ensure some minimum gap between triggers). NIM3 events rarely
contain single tracks, let alone dimuons. A sample of NIM3 events is selected using the auxiliary script
“./analysis tools/eventSelector.cxx”.
Because the NIM3 trigger is random, it has a detector occupancy profile identical to that of the beam.
However, the signal (FPGA1) events have on average significantly higher occupancy. When studying occu-
pancy dependent variables (such as the tracking efficiency) the choice of what occupancy profile is embedded
merely determines the statistics for each relevant bin. When using occupancy integrated Monte Carlo, for
example when performing a mass fit, it may be relevant how high an occupancy the messy Monte Carlo is
when compared with the data. For this reason, the high intensity NIM3 events have higher weights when
performing the embedding.
In order to select the finalized NIM3 events for embedding, the ratio of signal FPGA1 to background
NIM3 is plotted as a function of stations 1 chamber occupancy (D1). This is then normalized so that the














Figure 3.1: The SeaQuest software chain. File is portrayed with a green ellipse, code is portrayed with a
red rectangle, and the SQL database is portrayed with a blue diamond. Data passes through the chain until
it finishes vertexing at which point it is either analyzed or stored in the SQL database. Noise files used for
embedding are constituted of random triggers which in general do not contain even single muons. Because
of this tracking is not necessary and they can be directly stored in the SQL database.
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Figure 3.2: The ratio of signal FPGA1 over background NIM3 events as a function of the station one
occupancy (D1) for deuterium. The histogram has been normalized to have a peak of 1 such that it is a
probability distribution for how likely a NIM3 event should be used for embedding in order to produce messy
Monte Carlo with the same occupancy distribution as signal FPGA1 data. The drop off at high D1 is due to
the inhibit threshold which is applied to FPGA trigger automatically but in this plot has not been applied
to the NIM3 trigger.
retained for embedding (Fig. 3.2). The low occupancy region (D1<150) contains a very large number of
NIM3 events, so only a small fraction of those need to be retained. The high occupancy region (D1>250)
has already passed the peak of the signal FPGA1 data, but there are a very tiny number of NIM3 events
in that occupancy region, so most of them should be used. NIM3 events are embedded randomly with a
probability distribution equal to Figure 3.2. The standard analysis cuts include a cut at D1<400.
The embedding itself is done via the auxiliary script “./analysis tools/eventMixer.cxx”. The first step
is to apply realization to the Monte Carlo events. Realization includes dropping a small percentage of the
hits to simulate chamber inefficiencies as well as a Gaussian smearing of the drift distances of the hits. This
should be applied to Monte Carlo hits, but not the NIM3 hits since they are from real data. For each Monte
Carlo event, a pairing is made with a random NIM3 event. NIM3 events are by default allowed to be reused.
Two copies of the Monte Carlo events are then made: one with just the realization and one with the
realization as well as the hits from the NIM3 pair event added. These are then saved as “clean” and
“messy” Monte Carlo respectively. “Clean” Monte Carlo is functionally no different than a Monte Carlo
run with realization turned on. The importance comes with the pairing of a “clean” and “messy” Monte
Carlo. When studying the effect of high occupancy events on the tracker, one needs to divide out the
likelihood of tracking failure on an event which didn’t have any background added. This is normally done
by studying messy divided by clean. It is possible that the realization itself could cause a track to fail to be
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reconstructed. The important part is that the realization in the numerator and denominator are perfectly
correlated, ensuring the ratio of messy/clean will be 1 when extrapolating to zero occupancy.
3.2 Tracking
The tracker (kTracker) receives decoded root files and outputs a root file with both the original raw file and
the track and dimuon information. For data each file consists of a one hour run, while Monte Carlo typically
involves about one million events. kTracker can be run on the open science grid where these files are split
into sub-jobs for speed.
kTracker can be broken down into three broad sections: EventReducer, kFastTracking, and kVertex.
EventReducer prepares all of the events for tracking by removing extraneous hits unlikely to be part of a
valid track, as well as performing the realization to make the Monte Carlo more realistic. kFastTracking
produces a tracked root file which contains a list of all the tracks found for each event. There is also an error
code which details the specific stage at which the tracking software stopped if there were no tracks found
in a particular event. Finally, kVertex reads this track file and produces a vertex file. Vertex files contain
a list of dimuons for each event. Dimuons are valid pairings of tracks which appear to originate from the
same vertex. Similarly each event contains an error code which states the reason if no dimuons were found.
3.2.1 EventReducer
after pulse removal always on
out of time removal always on
cluster hit removal always on
trigger masking usually on
hodoscope masking usually on
sagitta reducer usually on
update alignment usually off
merge hodoscopes usually off
realization monte carlo only
Table 3.1: Options available during the EventReducer.
The EventReducer is a class of kTracker which helps cleaning up events before tracking. This is important
for both reducing run-time as well as removing false noise from the hit tables from hardware ringing or
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cosmic rays. It consists of a list of choices which can be turned on or off individually for a specific run
depending on the needs (Table 3.1).
Figure 3.3: The difference in time between consecutive hits on the same wire in the detection chamber in
nanoseconds. A cut at 8 ns is made to remove the after pulse ringing [29].
After pulse removal removes ringing hits from the wire chambers. Figure 3.3 shows the average time gap
(ns) between hits on a single wire. The large spike at low ∆T is from hardware ringing where a single hit
will trigger multiple times. The after pulse cut removes succeeding hits within 8 ns of the first hit [30].
Out of time removal removes chamber hits originating from adjacent buckets. These are distinguished
by looking at the drift time between different planes in the wire chamber. These are flagged during the
decoding stage and simply removed here.
Figure 3.4: Wire clusters are collections of adjacent wire hits in the same detector plane.
Cluster removal consists of removing collections of adjacent wire hits in the same plane. Any collection
of 3 or more adjacent wire hits (Fig 3.4) in a plane are simply removed. These are likely from cosmic rays
or delta rays traveling parallel to a detector plane. For pairs of adjacent wire hits, the hit with the smaller
drift distance is kept and the other hit is discarded.
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Trigger road masking only applies for data from one of the FPGA triggers. It removes the x-hodoscope
hits from the data and replaces them with the corresponding hits for the trigger road that fired.
Hodoscope masking ensures that every hit wire was behind a hodoscope panel which also fired.
Figure 3.5: After creating a straight line track segment (tracklet) between stations 2 and 3, knowledge of
the magnetic field strength gives good predictive power for the necessary location of the station 1 hits for
finding a valid track. Two different windows are inspected in station 1, one assuming the vertex of the track
was at the target and another for the dump.
The sagitta reducer (Fig 3.5) very roughly tries to ensure that every hit left has a chance to be part of a
track. First a triplet of hits is selected, one from each station (D1, D2, D3). The x-z slope for the stations 2
and 3 hits is then required to be smaller than 0.15. Two slopes are then calculated between the station 3 hit
and the expected point of origin (either the target or dump) and the station 2 hit and the point of origin.
These along with the known momentum kick from the KMag allow an estimate for the location of the hits
in station 1. If the D1 hit selected is in this window then the hits are flagged as good. This procedure is
repeated for all possible triplets of hits (D1, D2, D3). If a hit does not belong to any good triplet, then it is
removed.
The realization is only used in Monte Carlo. It is used to help simulate the chamber resolution and
efficiency. For all hits in the wire chamber, 6% are dropped randomly to simulate the inefficiency. The
remaining hits have a Gaussian smearing added to their drift distance with a width of 0.04 cm to simulate
the finite resolution.
3.2.2 kFastTracking
Tracking starts by building the track segments (tracklets) in stations 2 and 3. A tracklet is a straight line
segment in a single station. To find the tracklets, hit pairs are made of hits in a detector plane and its paired
counterpart (X and X ′, U and U ′, and V and V ′) within one half cell spacing. In the event a hit does not
have a corresponding pair, the hit is still recorded. Starting with the X plane, the position of a pair is taken
as the average of the two hits. Based on the position of this first pair, a window is selected in the UU ′ planes
to search for corresponding pairs, and then a window is selected to search the V V ′ planes. The size of the
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window is determines by the spacing of the wires in the plane, and the maximal allowed x and y slope of a
tracklet (TX MAX = 0.15, TY MAX = 0.1). After the hits are selected, a tracklet is considered valid if
there are at least four hits, one in each type of plane (X,U, V ), with slope magnitude smaller than (0.15,0.1)
and a x, y position magnitude smaller than (150 cm, 50cm), as well as having a minimized χ2 of less than
40. The minimizer by default uses Root Minuit to vary the position (x, y) and slope (tx, ty) of the tracklet
to minimize the χ2 with respect to the hits. If either station 2 or station 3 have no tracklets, the tracking
fails here.
Then all possible combinations of pairs of tracklets from stations 2 and 3 are tried. First the two tracklets
must have sufficiently similar slopes (|tx2 − tx3| ≤ 0.15 and |ty2 − ty3| ≤ 0.1)). Then the hits from each
individual tracklet are added together to make a “Station23” tracklet. The parameters (x, y, tx, ty) are then
again minimized. The resulting tracklet is then checked to have passed through triggered hodoscopes.
Next, the left-right ambiguity of the chamber hits is resolved. This is done by looping over pairs of hits in
each type of plane (XX ′, UU ′, V V ′) and trying all possible combinations (left left, left right, right left, right
right). Whichever combination produces the smallest difference between the measured (slope, intercept) and
the minimized (slope, intercept) is kept.
Next, possible “bad” hits in the tracklet are removed. The hit with the worst residual is examined. If
the residual is worse than the chamber resolution plus the drift distance, then the hits sign (left, right) is
flipped. If this doesn’t reduce the residual, then the hit is removed. In addition, the pair hit (for example
the hit in the primed plane) is now set to unsigned. If the hit removed did not have a pair in the primed
plane, then the tracklet is discarded. The tracklet is then refit and reanalyzed for left-right ambiguity. This
procedure is repeated until there are no hits with a residual greater than the plane resolution plus the drift
distance.
For every station 3 tracklet, the best pairing of station 2 and station 3 tracklets are saved in a list. This
list is then reduced by requiring every station23 tracklet to have no more than 34% of hits shared between
any other tracklet. If two tracklets share too many hits, the tracklet with the worse χ2 is removed.
Now, the global tracklets are considered. For every station23 tracklet, a window in station 1 is calculated
by the sagitta method. The sagitta method (Fig. 3.5) hinges on the idea that if a straight line is drawn
from the station 3 track location to the point of original vertex, the ratio of the displacement from that
straight line at station 2 (s2) to the displacement of the tracklet at station 1 (s1) should be a constant. This
is because the stations are at fixed z positions, and the tracklet when passing through KMag experiences a
constant transverse momentum kick. So, the displacement at station 2 is calculated,
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s2t = y2 −
y3
z3 − zt
(z2 − zt), (3.1)
where yi is the transverse position of the track at station i and zi is the z position of station i (or the target).
Then the expected location of the tracklet at station 1 can be computed as
y1t = r · s2t +
y3
z3 − zt
(z1 − zt), (3.2)
where r is the sagitta ratio (1.85 for target, and 1.50 for dump). A window is then calculated as a percentage
of the station 2 offset s2.
∆y1t = |s2t · wt| (3.3)
where wt = 0.25 and wd = 0.3. This procedure is then repeated assuming the dump as the origin of the
vertex (s2d, y1d,∆y1d). Finally, a total range of possible values is selected from the union of the ranges
[y1t −∆y1t , y1t + ∆y1t] and [y1d −∆y1d , y1d + ∆y1d].
Station 1 tracklets are then constructed for hits within this window. These station 1 tracklets are then
paired with the station23 tracklets to make global tracklets, which then go through the entire procedure of
fitting, left-right ambiguity resolution, and bad hit removal.
Once a rough global tracklet has been selected, the Kalman track fitting can begin [31]. A Kalman track
is defined by five parameters (Q/p, tx, ty, x, y) as well as the current z value being evaluated. These are













where Q is the track charge. The inverse momentum 1/p is determined during the fitting of the global
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. (3.5)
In addition to these 5 parameters, a list of ”Nodes” is provided. A node is a signed hit which contains
information about the drift distance of a particular hit.
The Kalman Fitter loops over all of the hits and compares the predicted hit location (by evolving the
state vector ~kf (z0)) with the measured value of the hit. This is done in three steps: predict, filter, and
smooth. The prediction stage finds the expected position of the track at the zh position of the current hit.
A TrackExtrapolator object is constructed which propagates ~kf through the detector using Geant4 until the
zh position of the hit is reached. If the initial and final z are further than 1 meter apart, then a step size
of 50 mm is used, otherwise a step size of 4mm is used. The extrapolator will return the propagated state
vector ~kf (zh) as well as a propagator matrix P which is used to compute the predicted covariance matrix
Cpred(zh) = PCpred(z0)P
T . (3.6)
The propagator P is just the product of all of the individual transfer matrices from each step.

















where θplane is the angle the detector plane makes with respect to the vertical. This is converted from the
U, V planes back to measuring the horizontal x. The first term in equation 3.7 represents the uncertainty
in the predicted value from the information previously evaluated while the second term is an outer product
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of two vectors and represents the uncertainty in the measured x and y positions. Because the measurement
is only in position (x, y) the uncertainty from the hit does not contribute to the covariance in the other
variables (momentum).
In order to compute the filtered state vector ~kfilt one must first compute the Kalman Gain defined as
~g = Cpred~p(cm + ~p
TCpred~p)
−1. (3.9)
~g is a column vector which adjusts the predicted state vector ~kpred by
~kfilt = ~kpred + ~g(m− ~pT~kpred), (3.10)
where m is the measured drift distance in the hit. It can be seen that the term m− pT kpred is the residual
between the measured value and the predicted value. ~g classifies how important that difference is and uses
it to adjust the predicted state vector ~kpred to produce the filtered state vector ~kfilt.
Finally, the χ2 is calculated. The residual between the measured value and the filter value is calculated
as
~rfilt = m− ~pT~kfilt (3.11)




Similarly, there is some contribution due to the difference between the predicted and filtered values
χ2p = (
~kfilt − ~kpred)TC−1pred(~kfilt − ~kpred). (3.13)
Equations 3.12 and 3.13 are similar in that they both measure the residual squared evaluated over some
metric defined by the uncertainty of the variables. Because there is only one variable in each measurement,
χ2m resolves to the familiar formula, while χ
2
p includes the residual in all of the state variables and must be
evaluated with respect to the covariance matrix. Now the state vector ~kf is updated to the value of the
filtered state for this node
~kf (zh) = ~kfilt (3.14)
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and the process can begin again with the next node.
After all nodes have been predicted and filtered, the smoothing can begin. Smoothing is a procedure
over pairs of sequential nodes. The first node’s smooth state vector and covariance matrix are set equal to
its filtered values.
~ksmooth|0 = ~kfilt|0 (3.15)
Csmooth|0 = Cfilt|0 (3.16)
Then for every pair of nodes i, i− 1 the smooth state vector is calculated as







and the smooth covariance matrix is calculated as
Csmooth|i = Cfilt|i +A(Csmooth|i−1 − Cpred|i−1)AT (3.19)
The smoothed state vector and covariance matrix are updated from the filtered value based on how much the
previous node’s smoothed state vector and covariance matrix agreed with the predicted value. This causes
the iteration of the track to smoothly evaluate each of the points collectively.
After smoothing each of the hit pairs, if the χ2 of the track has converged (|χ2i − χ2i−1| < 0.001), gotten
much worse (χ2i − χ2i−1 > 5), or run out of iteration (max iterations = 50) then the fitting is complete. If
not, then the z-position of each of the hits is updated to its “smoothed” position and the process is repeated.
kFastTracking outputs a root file containing a tree of both tracked events and raw events. There is also
a config tree which contains the list of particular settings used.
3.2.3 kVertex
kVertex is the last part of the tracking software, where a rootfile containing a tree of tracked events is read
in and the dimuons in each event are calculated.
Most of the work is done via the VertexFit class. First the track of an event are sorted according to





































Figure 3.6: Rough overview of the classes used in kTracker. Relevent classes are listed with a short description
of what they do, or the most important functions in that class. A list of important variables contained in
each class is also listed. GlobalConsts.h is a header file and not a class. It contains important constants
used throughout the program and is important for running the tracker with a different magnetic field value.
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beamline upstream of FMag. If there is not at least one positive and one negative charged track the vertexing
fails here.
An initial guess for the dimuon vertex is selected as












where xbeam, ybeam are the beam offset ((0,0.4 cm) for run 2 and (0,1.6cm) for run 3), vtx
±
z is the z of the
vertex of the positive or negative track, and cbeamx, cbeamy are the beam spot width (0.5 cm). A vertex
Node is created with parameters (vtx0, Cvtx0) and for each of the two tracks, the prediction and filtering is
done for the vertex Node and the χ2 is recorded. For each of the tracks, the filtered vertex obtained is then
treated as a predicted value and the vertex position is updated similar to eq. 3.10
~vtxi+1 = ~vtxi + ~g(mxy − ~pT ~vtxfilt,i). (3.22)









This procedure is then iterated until the the z change from one iteration to the next is less than 0.05cm,
the vertex exceeds (-500cm, 500cm), or the χ2 gets worse.
Once a dimuon vertex is selected for a track pair, the tracks themselves are updated. As long as both
tracks originated from the target (1.2χ2±dump > χ
2
±target, the tracks are updated with the additional vertex
Node at ~vtxf . The dimuon mass m is then calculated from the sum of the momenta of the tracks and a new
dimuon vertex is calculated from the empirical formula
z′i(m) = −199.332 + 27.9488m− 3.66186m2 + 0.175479m3 (3.24)
If the new z′i is within 0.5 cm of the previous z
′
i−1 then there is convergence.
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This entire process is repeated for each possible combination of positive and negative tracks in the event.
3.3 Track Mixing
Track mixing is a procedure for generating kinematics for the accidental background in the data. The most
common form of this background is in the coincidence of two single muons from different interactions. When
two single muons originate from a similar position, the tracker may misconstruct them as a single dimuon
event. By taking single tracks from our data from separate events and randomly pairing them we can
simulate the characteristics of such a misconstruction.
While it is possible that the accidental background can also originate from two single muons from different
dimuon events, (J/ψ for example), dimuon events are significantly less frequent. Therefore the likelihood
that two occur in the same RF bucket is exceedingly small. Because of this, the mixing is preferred to be
done with single tracks instead of dimuon tracks. The single tracks have a smaller transverse momentum on
average which should be represented by the kinematics of the accidental events.
The first step to producing mixed data is to collect the single tracks into one file. When mixing is done
with the dimuon trigger (FPGA1), one can simply use a single run of data. However, when mixing the
singles trigger (FPGA4), or another trigger with a high prescale, the trigger rate might be too infrequent
for a single run. kTracker has a script called “./analysis tools/eventSelector.cxx” which filters a root file for
events which match certain criterion. Using this it is possible to collect root files which are entirely single
track events.
Mixing is done during the vertex stage, after the standard dimuons are evaluated. All of the tracks from
the run are extracted and sorted by their charge, target, and hemisphere of the spectrometer. In order to
make the tracking reproducible, the mixing is then done via a “sliding” method. For a “slide” value of one,
all of the positive tracks in the upper spectrometer are paired with the subsequent negative track in the lower
spectrometer (Fig. 3.7). This is then repeated for negative top tracks pairs with positive bottom tracks.
There have been many intensity dependence studies performed in SeaQuest and for that reason quanti-
fying the intensity (or occupancy) of a mixed event is important. It is not obvious when mixing two events
of different intensity how to compute the intensity of the mixed event. First, because the tracker itself does
not see the intensity (number of incident protons), but instead sees the occupancy (number of wires that
fired for an event), the occupancy is used to classify events. It is possible that mixing one high occupancy
track and one low occupancy track together does not produce the same result as mixing two tracks with





Figure 3.7: When mixing events, a ”sliding” method is used to deterministically generate pairs of single
tracks. Shown here, a sliding number of 1 creates an offset of 1 for the pairing of appropriate tracks.
The first positive track from the upper hemisphere is mixed with the second negative track from the lower
hemisphere. This is done both to ensure no track reuse as well as to prevent the pairing of two tracks from
the same event if one were to produce a mixed sample from true dimuon events.
occupancy in addition to charge, target, and detector hemisphere. This allows mixing only between tracks
which originated from “similar” occupancy events. It is important to note that the occupancy is the number
of hits in a particular chamber before the event reduction. For this reason the occupancy must be obtained
from the raw event and not the tracked event. The station one occupancy (D1) bins selected are usually
[0,60), [60,135), and [135,300). The signal data (FPGA1) is roughly split in half at D1 = 135. However,
due to the lower occupancy of single track (FPGA4) events, the statistics for the high occupancy [135,300)
is poor.
It is possible to mix tracks of the same or opposite charge. When mixing similarly charged tracks, it is
important to reflect the momentum of one of the tracks in order to ensure an appropriate mass spectrum of
the resulting dimuon. Mixing same sign events can help improve the statistics as well as open the possibility
of selecting both tracks from a single event. If an event contains two muons of the same sign then they





The analysis cuts can be divided into four main categories: cuts on the positive track (tab. 4.1), cuts on the
negative track, dimuon cuts on the pair of tracks (tab. 4.2), occupancy cuts (tab. 4.3), and physics cuts 4.4.
The positive and negative cuts are easy to understand and are analogous cuts applied to each track. The
cuts are designed to remove accidental events as well as events originating from the dump. The accidentals
are removed by examining the low intensity (<15k) and high intensity (>35k) events and trying to reconcile




9 <pz1 st1 <75 GeV/c
nHits1 >13
chisq1 target <1.5 · chisq1 upstream
chisq1 target <1.5 · chisq1 downstream
-320 cm <z1 v <-5 cm
chisq1/(nHits1-5) <12
y1 st1/y1 st3 <1.0
||px1 st1-px1 st3|-0.416| <0.008 GeV/c
|py1 st1-py1 st3| <0.008 GeV/c
|pz1 st1-pz1 st3| <0.08 GeV/c
y1 st1 · y1 st3 >0
|py1 st1| >0.02 GeV/c
x1 t2 + (y1 t-bOff)2 <320 cm2
16 cm2 <x1 d2 + (y1 d-bOff)2 <1100 cm2
Table 4.1: 2111v42 cuts for positive tracks. Here the 1 labels on the variables refer to the positive tracks,
and the second label (* t, * d, * v, * st#) refer to the location of the variable (target, dump, vertex, station
#). The value 0.416 is the x momentum kick received by the tracks when passing through KMag. Note that





-280 cm <dz <-5 cm
|dpx| <1.8 GeV/c
|dpy| <2 GeV/c
dpx2 + dpy2 <5 (GeV/c)2
38 <dpz <116 GeV/c
|trackSeparation| <270 cm
chisq dimuon <18
|chisq1 target + chisq2 target - chisq dimuon| <2
y1 st3 · y2 st3 <0
nHits1 + nHits2 >29
nHits1St1 + nHits2St1 >8
|x1 st1 + x2 st1| <42 cm
|dy-bOff| <0.22 cm
dx2 + (dy-bOff)2 <0.06 cm2







(RF00-34) G2SEMQIEsum−369000·588·34 <80000 protons
Table 4.3: 2111v42 occupancy cuts. The occupancy cuts consist of cuts on the occupancy of stations 1, 2,
and 3 (D1, D2, D3), and trigger intensity cuts from 0 to 80k.
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Physics Cuts




Table 4.4: 2111v42 physics cuts. The mass cut is not applied during the mass fit procedure (sec. 4.5) but
is then applied after the normalization of the components is determined.
4.2 Target Contamination
When calculating the cross section ratio, it is not as simple as taking the ratio of the events after analysis
cuts. It is important to subtract the events originating from the flask, as well as account for the differences
in attenuation lengths of the hydrogen and deuterium targets. In addition, there was an issue with target
contamination. The deuterium samples for run 2 and part of run 3 were contaminated with hydrogen (tab.
4.5).
Sample # Source Bottle # Sample Date Notes
1 Fermilab 53 4/12/18 95.6% D, 4.4% H; ca 92% D2 and 8% HD gases
2 Fermilab 113 4/12/18 96% D, 4% H; ca 93% D2 and 7% HD gases
3 Fermilab 53 4/12/18 just air, container must have leaked
4 Matheson 127 4/12/18 about half air, but did analyze remaining D2: 99.7% D, 0.3% H
5 Matheson 2 4/12/18 sample for test and setup purposes, not analyzed
6 Matheson 7/28/16 more than half air, analyzed remaining D2: 99.3% D, 0.7% H
7 Matheson 5/28/17 99.8% D, 0.2% H; 99.6% D2 and 0.4% HD
Table 4.5: Measurement of the contamination of Deuterium samples. Samples 1 and 2 are taken from
Deuterium used in run 2 and some of run 3 corresponding to a proposed contamination of 4.2% Hydrogen.
The Matheson Deuterium was used starting run 14652 in run 3 [33]










with variables defined as:
YA Yield of events on target A
TBA Thickness of A in target B (g/cm
2)
MA Atomic mass of target A
NA Avagadro’s number
PA Number of protons incident on target A
AA Attenuation factor of protons on target A
εA Spectrometer geometric acceptance and overall efficiency on target A
σpx Cross section (including accidentals) for proton on target x (proton, deuteron, or empty flask)
Table 4.6: Definition of variables used in target contamination correction calculation.
4.2.1 Flask subtraction
It is important at this point to account for the extraneous yield generated from the flask. Data on the flask
is recorded separately in order to measure the dimuons (accidental or otherwise) generated from interactions
with the flask itself, as well as the air upstream and downstream of the target. The total yield for the
Hydrogen target should be proportional to
YH ∝ THH PHAHσpp + TupPHσpE + TdownPHAdownσpE , (4.3)
while the yield on the flask is proportional to
YE ∝ TupPEσpE + TdownPEσpE . (4.4)
Here, Tup,down refers to the thickness of the empty flask target for interactions on the upstream or downstream
half and the attenuation Adown refers to the attenuation experienced by the downstream window in the
hydrogen target and E refers to quantities related to the empty flask. Note that while the typical attenuation





Adown is just the attenuation at the downstream window, or Adown = e
−L/λ, with LA the length of target
A and λA the attenuation length of target A.
If one takes the empty flask contribution coming equally from upstream and downstream, then an empty
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one can see the expression
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A similar expression can be obtained for Deuterium.





















Length (cm) 50.8 50.8
Interaction lengths (λ/L) 0.069 0.120
Table 4.7: Properties of the targets: number of nucleons (A), atomic mass (MA), density (ρ), length, and
number of interaction lengths.
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From the values in table 4.7 the target thickness TAA can be calculated as
TAA = ρALA (4.12)
and the attenuation as in 4.5.
The protons used for normalization are discussed in section 4.4.1.
4.3 Tracking Efficiency
Tracking can fail for a number of different reasons. Chamber inefficiencies can cause important hits to be
dropped or high beam intensity events can flood the detectors so the track is not able to be found. Tracking
efficiency generally refers to the latter as it pertains to the beam intensity dependence of the data. The first
thing to note is that tracking efficiency is generally plotted as a function of chamber occupancy instead of
beam intensity. The occupancy measures the number of wires active during a particular event. While it is
correlated with trigger intensity, it has a large variance (Fig 4.1).
Figure 4.1: Correlation between trigger intensity (abscissa) and D1 chamber occupancy (ordinate). Although
there is strong correlation between the variables, there is also a large variance. Each incident proton has the
possibility to produce noise in the spectrometer. A high intensity event is likely to produce high chamber
occupancy, but not guaranteed. The turning-over behavior at high occupancy is due to chamber saturation.
This plot is of the hydrogen data from roadsets 57-70 after analysis cuts 2111v42.
The reason occupancy is considered for tracking efficiency instead of intensity, is that it is a measureable
quantity for the tracker. While intensity is important for predicting the expected likelihood of a signal or
background event, the actual measured occupancy tells how many background chamber hits must be filtered
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in order to find the underlying track. More importantly, the correlation between intensity and occupancy
is target dependent. While all targets share the same intensity profile (intrinsic to the beam itself), targets
with more interaction lengths have in general higher occupancy (Fig 4.2).
Figure 4.2: Chamber occupancy at station 1 for Hydrogen and Deuterium targets. Because the deuterium
target has roughly twice the number of interaction lengths as the hydrogen target, the chamber is slightly
noisier. The effect is not larger because a lot of the noise comes from other non-target sources. Combined
roadset 57-70 data with 2111v42 analysis cuts.
In general, combined station occupancy (D1 +D2 +D3) works just as well, since the occupancy of different
chambers is highly correlated. Station 1 alone is usually used simply because it is the chamber with highest
occupancy.
In order to measure the effect of high occupancy on the tracking efficiency one needs a sample of messy
Monte Carlo (Sec. 3.1). If the existence of background hits has no impact on the efficiency of the tracker,
then one expects that every dimuon found in the clean sample should also be found in the messy sample
with the same kinematics. Instead if one plots the ratio of the messy Monte Carlo over the clean Monte
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Figure 4.3: Ratio of messy Monte Carlo divide by clean Monte Carlo of reconstructed events. The embedding
of background hits causes the tracker to periodically fail and the higher the occupancy of the embedded event,
the more likely the failure. This is defined as tracking efficiency and is fit to to a straight line as a function
of D1.
This curve is fit to a straight line and the functional form is used to approximate the tracking efficiency.
Previous versions of the tracking software were seen to have an x2 dependence of the tracking efficiency
but that has been resolved as of version R007. In addition, when using chamber occupancy to estimate the
tracking efficiency, the result is target independent.
This is a measure of the efficiency of the tracking software to reproduce high occupancy events. It
does not include any inefficiencies due to chamber inefficiencies. Chamber realization (Sec. 3.2.1) simulates
chamber inefficiencies and will result in some of the tracks not being successfully reconstructed. However,
because realization is applied identically to both the clean and messy Monte Carlo, this will cancel out in
the ratio such that the ratio goes to one at zero occupancy.
kEff(D1) = 0.9876− 0.002129 ·D1 (4.13)
When applying the tracking efficiency this can be done in one of two ways: either providing a single
integrated efficiency or correcting each event on an individual basis. An integrated tracking efficiency
correction can be obtained by plotting the reciprocal of the tracking efficiency function and taking the mean
(Fig. 4.4).
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Figure 4.4: Histogram of events versus the reciprocal of the tracking efficiency for data roadsets 57-70
Hydrogen target.
In this approach each event is corrected by the average of 1/kEff(D1). This is different than simply taking
the mean of the function 1/kEff(D1) over the range of accepted events because the occupancy distribution
is not uniform and target specific. Although the functional form of this correction is the same for each







Table 4.8: Integrated tracker efficiency correction for each target. For roadsets 57-70 data, 2111v42 cuts.
The alternative way is to correct each event individually based on its occupancy. This requires knowledge
of each event’s occupancy and is much more important when examining the data as a function of intensity
or occupancy. Each event is given a weight of 1/kEff(D1) for its particular occupancy.
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4.4 Intensity Extrapolation
Because of the large variation of instantaneous beam intensity in the SeaQuest experiment, intensity depen-
dencies of the efficiencies of event reconstruction are an important consideration. Therefore, it is important
to examine the differences between high intensity events and low intensity events to understand these rate
dependencies. The general principle is this: the frequency of signal-like events should be linearly propor-
tional to the intensity of the beam, while the frequency of background events should have a super linear
dependence on intensity. Here, signal-like events are anything which originates from a single proton-nucleon
interaction (J/ψ, ψ′, Drell-Yan). Accidental events conversely arise from the coincidence of two muons from
two separate interactions each of which each produces one muon. The frequency of single muon tracks will
similarly be proportional to the beam intensity, but due to the combinatorics of the mixing of tracks the
high intensity data will result in a super linear increase in the number of accidentals.
When performing an intensity extrapolation, the intensity dependence of the ratio of two target’s events,
LD2/LH2, are fit as a function of intensity. Using the ratio of two target’s events helps cancel out possible
systematics and other unknown intensity dependencies. The intercept of the fit at zero intensity gives the
ratio free from the accidental background.
After the analysis cuts, the data are split into 7 x2 bins (tab. 4.9) and 8 equal trigger intensity bins from
0 to 64,000 protons.
0.1 < x2 ≤ 0.13
0.13 < x2 ≤ 0.16
0.16 < x2 ≤ 0.195
0.195 < x2 ≤ 0.24
0.24 < x2 ≤ 0.29
0.29 < x2 ≤ 0.35
0.35 < x2 ≤ 0.45
Table 4.9: The x2 bins used for the cross section ratio.
4.4.1 Proton Normalization
The hydrogen target has roughly half the number of interaction lengths compared to the deuterium target
(Table 2.1). In order to get comparable number of signal Drell-Yan events we record roughly twice as much
spills on the hydrogen target. When extracting the cross section ratio it is important to record precisely
the number of protons incident on each target. Although the intensity profile of the beam on each target is
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nearly identical, the effective number of protons incident on targets varies as a function of intensity. This
is due to DAQ deadtime. DAQ deadtime refers to loss of events arriving during the readout time of the
data acquisition system. When an event triggers to be recorded, the hits in the detectors need to be read
out, during which time no other events can be recorded. Due to the difference in number of interaction
lengths of the targets, different targets produce different chamber occupancy responses. This leads to a
target dependence of the DAQ deadtime.
Figure 4.5: The time (in buckets) between two subsequent FPGA1 events as a function of trigger intensity.
The DAQ deadtime ensures that after an FPGA1 trigger, the next possible trigger is approximately 7000
buckets (140µs) later.
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Figure 4.6: The time (in buckets) between two subsequent FPGA1 events as a function of station 1 occupancy.
A much stronger dependence is shown with respect to occupancy than intensity (fig 4.5). The higher
occupancy events have more information to be read out before the system is ready to record another event.
Even the low occupancy events still have a sizeable deadtime (6000 buckets ≈ 120 µs).
By recording the time between subsequent triggers, one can get an idea of the deadtime by looking for the
smallest time difference. Figure 4.5 shows that there is surprisingly (due to a broad correlation between
intensity and occupancy) little difference between the deadtime of low intensity and high intensity events.
One observed a stronger dependence on the occupancy (fig. 4.6) which is directly related to the amount
of information read out by the DAQ. Even with nearly empty events (D1 < 50) there is still a sizeable
deadtime of about 120 µs.
Because the occupancy distribution is different for different targets, one expects the deadtime to be
different as well. This leads to the introduction of two quantities relevant for the intensity normalization:
raw protons, and live protons. Raw protons is a measurement of the total protons incident on a target. It is
calculated at a spill level and is obtained from the upstream Cerenkov counter. Live protons is a measurement
of the number of protons capable of being recorded. Live protons is obtained by subtracting the protons
during deadtime as well as the protons inhibited by the QIE threshold. The QIE inhibit threshold is in
place to veto high trigger intensity buckets which could activate the detector apparatus causing large DAQ
deadtimes. The important thing to note is that both raw protons and live protons are spill level quantities,
which means it is impossible to examine their behavior as a function of trigger intensity (or occupancy).
One would expect that if one only considered the low occupancy events, then the ratio of live protons for
two targets would converge to the ratio of raw protons for those targets.
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Figure 4.7: The NIM3 (random) trigger is a coincidence of at 53 MHz and 7.5 kHz clocks. The 53 MHz clock
is synchronized with the RF structure of the beam to ensure that triggers happen during a bucket. The 7.5
kHz clock is to ensure that the trigger does not experience deadtime caused by the previous NIM3 trigger.
During typical data runs the prescale is set to a few hundred to reduce deadtime from this trigger. Even the
dedicated NIM3 runs only have a prescale of 5, meaning one in five of the triggers is actually recorded.[34]
Because raw and live protons are spill level quantities, it is not possible to separate the number of protons
on target as a function of event intensity. This is where the NIM3 trigger comes in use. NIM3 (fig. 4.7)
triggers on the coincidence of a 53 MHz and a 7.5 kHz clock. The 53 MHz is aligned with the RF bucket
structure and the 7.5 kHz ensures sufficient time between triggers to avoid DAQ deadtime. NIM3 provides
unbiased sampling of the beam intensity profile (number of protons in an RF bucket). The NIM3 trigger is
set to have a period longer than the deadtime, so it never experiences deadtime caused by itself. The trigger
intensity profile of the NIM3 (fig. 4.8) shows that the majority of the buckets have very low intensity. This
is proportional to a probability density function for the likelihood for a bucket to have a specific intensity.
This distribution is different from the FPGA1 trigger (fig. 4.9) because the dimuon FPGA1 trigger is biased
towards high intensity events. If an RF bucket has more protons it will more likely contain signal events.
By weighing the NIM3 intensity profile by intensity, one obtains the proton density function. From this, one
can calculate the number of protons that were present in a certain intensity range. Note that because the
NIM3 has a period longer than 1 bucket, and there is generally a prescale on the NIM3 trigger (only one in
a few thousand triggers is actually recorded to avoid excess deadtime), a proper normalization is required
to obtain the number of protons from the NIM3 data.
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Figure 4.8: Random NIM3 trigger as a function of trigger intensity, LH2 target combined roadsets 57-70.
This is proportional to a probability density of the intensity of the beam. The beam is primarily composed
of very low intensity buckets which rarely produce signal events.
Figure 4.9: Signal FPGA1 trigger as a function of trigger intensity, LH2 target roadset 67 with no analysis
cuts. The signal trigger has a bias towards high intensity events because the more protons in a bucket the
more likely for a signal to be generated. The inhibit threshold (always applied for FPGA triggers unlike
NIM triggers) is aimed to cut around 100k trigger intensity and the standard analysis cuts include a cut at
80k.
The standard analysis cuts include a cut on trigger intensity at 80,000 protons, beyond which the amount
of noise hits becomes extreme. This covers the vast majority of signal events reconstructed, but is slightly
different from the number of protons obtained from the measured live protons per spill quantity which
includes all signal like events up to 100,000. However, with the use of the NIM3 trigger, one can show the
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relative normalization between live protons (when evaluating intensity integrated quantities) to raw protons
(when evaluating low intensity quantities). Figure 4.10 shows the ratio of the hydrogen to deuterium proton
normalization from NIM3 as a function of intensity. When integrating over all intensities one can see the
ratio converges to the ratio of the live protons, and when only integrating over the low intensity, it converges
to the ratio of the raw protons. This shows that NIM3 is a reliable measure of the number of protons on a
target available to trigger, accounting for deadtime and inhibit threshold effect, and can be used to calculate
the value for any particular intensity range.
Figure 4.10: The ratio of protons for hydrogen over deuterium targets. The blue points are obtained by
integrating the ratio of NIM3 weighted by trigger intensity for events with trigger intensity below the x-axis
value. When only considering very low intensity events (<10k) one can see the results for NIM3 converged
towards the ratio of raw protons (lower dotted line). When integrating up to 100k intensity, the results
slightly exceed the ratio of live protons (upper dotted line). This is because the live protons by default does
not include the pedestal subtraction. When including the pedestal subtraction (solid black line), the ratio of
live protons is more consistent with integrated NIM3. Very few events exist past 100k intensity, so including
those events in the analysis has little effect.
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Figure 4.11: The ratio of the proton normalization from NIM3 for deuterium over hydrogen target as a
function of trigger intensity normalized by raw protons. The blue points are from dedicated NIM3 runs and
show that NIM3 events experience no deadtime in those dedicated runs. The corresponding dotted blue line
shows the ratio of live protons for the dedicated run. This line is below 1 because of the deadtime from
the NIM3. Because the NIM3 have a minimum gap between them, they never experience that deadtime
themselves. The red points show the NIM3 for standard runs. High intensity NIM3 experience more
deadtime because of correlations in the beam (high intensity events tend to be clustered). Lower intensity
events experience less deadtime and extrapolate at 0 intensity to having the same ratio as raw protons
(no deadtime). The red dotted line represents the live protons ratio for nominal runs. This is a good
measurement of the average deadtime experienced for all the data. Because this is from a nominal run, most
of the deadtime is produced from FPGA1 triggers which the NIM3 can accurately report.
When performing an intensity extrapolation, it is most important to have the normalization correct for
low intensity. Because the intensity extrapolation explicitly plots versus intensity (fig. 4.10), it is possible
to use the NIM3 to correct each intensity bin separately. When comparing this with simply using the
raw protons to correct all bins, the resulting cross section ratio is nearly identical. This is because the
extrapolated ratio at zero intensity is mostly sensitive to the proton intensity values for the low intensity
bins.
4.4.2 Fitting Function
The choice of fitting function must be carefully considered because it has significant impact on the resulting
cross section ratio. Placing too many restrictions on a fitting function can result in a poor fit for one or
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more of the x2 bins, while allowing too many parameters results in over fitting and can have spurious effects
at very low intensity due to finite bin sizes. For simplicity, we start with a second order polynomial fit in
intensity. This allows for curvature in the fits without any over fitting. Fits show that the curvature is
relatively small compared with the linear term at the intensity range considered, and the statistics do not
support the extraction of any higher order terms.
It is possible to perform a separate quadratic fit for each of the x2 bins, however the uncertainty of these
fits will be large due to the separation of the data into 7 x2 bins. While we have no expectation that the
background dependence (slope and curvature) of the fits will be identical for all x2, there should be some
relationship between them. For that reason, the 2D pol2 (2dp2) fit was introduced:
f2dp2(x2, tInt) = p0,x2 + (p10 + p11x2)tInt+ (p20 + p21x2)tInt
2. (4.14)
With 7 x2 bins, this fit has 7 different p0 values, 2 slope terms (p10, p11) and 2 curvature terms (p20, p21).
It is a single fit for all x2 bins simultaneously, which allows the intercepts p0,x2 to float for each x2 bin,
and requires that the slopes and curvatures to have a linear dependence on x2 bins. In the event of no x2
dependence of the slopes and curvatures (p11 = p21 = 0), the fit reverts to what is called a common pol2
(comPol2):
fcomPol2(x2, tInt) = p0,x2 + (p1)tInt+ (p2)tInt
2. (4.15)
When comparing the results for the slopes and curvatures between the individual pol2 fits and a 2d pol2
fit one can check if the introduction of an x2 dependence is needed.
(a) Uncorrelated slope (p1 black), 2d pol2 slope
(p10 + p11x2 red)
(b) Uncorrelated curvature (p2 black), 2d pol2 curvature
(p20 + p21x2 red)
Figure 4.12: Comparison of the fitting parameters from the uncorrelated pol2 fits and a 2d pol fit for
deuterium over hydrogen intensity extrapolation.
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Figure 4.12 shows that although the 2d pol2 fit results in a non negligible x2 dependence of the slope and
curvature, a constant slope and curvature from a common pol2 fit would fit just as well. The solid targets
(Iron over Deuterium, Carbon over Deuterium, and Tungsten over Deuterium) show a similar result (figs.
4.13, 4.14).
(a) Uncorrelated slope (p1 black), 2d pol2 slope
(p10 + p11x2 red)
(b) Uncorrelated curvature (p2 black), 2d pol2 curvature
(p20 + p21x2 red)
Figure 4.13: Comparison of the fitting parameters from the uncorrelated pol2 fits and a 2d pol fit for iron
over deuterium intensity extrapolation.
(a) Uncorrelated slope (p1 black), 2d pol2 slope
(p10 + p11x2 red)
(b) Uncorrelated curvature (p2 black), 2d pol2 curvature
(p20 + p21x2 red)
Figure 4.14: Comparison of the fitting parameters from the uncorrelated pol2 fits and a 2d pol fit for carbon
over deuterium intensity extrapolation.
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(a) Uncorrelated slope (p1 black), 2d pol2 slope
(p10 + p11x2 red)
(b) Uncorrelated curvature (p2 black), 2d pol2 curvature
(p20 + p21x2 red)
Figure 4.15: Comparison of the fitting parameters from the uncorrelated pol2 fits and a 2d pol fit for tungsten
over deuterium intensity extrapolation.
comPol2 χ2 comPol2 NDF comPol2 χ2/NDF 2dp2 χ2 2dp2 NDF 2dp2 χ2/NDF
LD2/LH2 7.2089 6 1.20148 6.84346 5 1.36869
Fe/LD2 6.92844 6 1.15474 5.97639 5 1.19528
C/LD2 7.07327 6 1.17888 6.57955 5 1.31591
W/LD2 5.15624 6 0.859374 5.15594 5 1.03119
Table 4.10: χ2 values for fitting the slope (p1) to either a flat line (common pol2) or a slope (2d pol2) versus
x2
It is interesting to note that the reduced χ2 for fitting the slope with a flat line (common pol2) is better
than including a linear x2 dependence (2d pol2) (tab. 4.10).
The x1 dependencies show a stronger x1 dependence on the slope (figs. 4.16, 4.17, 4.18).
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(a) Uncorrelated slope (p1 black), 2d pol2 slope
(p10 + p11x1 red)
(b) Uncorrelated curvature (p2 black), 2d pol2 curvature
(p20 + p21x1 red)
Figure 4.16: Comparison of the fitting parameters from the uncorrelated pol2 fits and a 2d pol fit for
deuterium over hydrogen intensity extrapolation versus x1.
(a) Uncorrelated slope (p1 black), 2d pol2 slope
(p10 + p11x1 red)
(b) Uncorrelated curvature (p2 black), 2d pol2 curvature
(p20 + p21x1 red)
Figure 4.17: Comparison of the fitting parameters from the uncorrelated pol2 fits and a 2d pol fit for iron
over deuterium intensity extrapolation versus x1.
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(a) Uncorrelated slope (p1 black), 2d pol2 slope
(p10 + p11x1 red)
(b) Uncorrelated curvature (p2 black), 2d pol2 curvature
(p20 + p21x1 red)
Figure 4.18: Comparison of the fitting parameters from the uncorrelated pol2 fits and a 2d pol fit for carbon
over deuterium intensity extrapolation versus x1.
(a) Uncorrelated slope (p1 black), 2d pol2 slope
(p10 + p11x1 red)
(b) Uncorrelated curvature (p2 black), 2d pol2 curvature
(p20 + p21x1 red)
Figure 4.19: Comparison of the fitting parameters from the uncorrelated pol2 fits and a 2d pol fit for carbon
over deuterium intensity extrapolation versus x1.
Comparing the χ2 for using a flat line (common pol2) and a linear dependence on x1 (2d pol2) shows a
different result (tab. 4.11). All of the targets show a clear preference for the existence of an x1 dependence
of the slope.
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comPol2 χ2 comPol2 NDF comPol2 χ2/NDF 2dp2 χ2 2dp2 NDF 2dp2 χ2/NDF
LD2/LH2 10.5751 7 1.51073 5.93491 6 0.989152
Fe/LD2 13.4635 7 1.92193 7.32988 6 1.22165
C/LD2 2.87784 7 .41112 1.85285 6 0.308808
W/LD2 8.65656 7 1.23665 5.48554 6 0.914257
Table 4.11: χ2 values for fitting the slope (p1) to either a flat line (common pol2) or a slope (2d pol2) versus
x1
When comparing the final cross section ratios versus x2 (p0), the results from the two fitting functions
are very similar (fig 4.20). However, when plotting the cross section versus x1, the two fitting functions give
significantly different results. The 2d pol2 fit suggests a significant drop of the ratio in the high x1 bins (fig.
4.21).
(a) 2d pol2 extrapolation (b) common pol2 extrapolation
Figure 4.20: Cross sections from extrapolation (blue points) and theory curves versus x2 (deu-
terium/hydrogen)
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(a) 2d pol2 extrapolation (b) common pol2 extrapolation
Figure 4.21: Cross sections from extrapolation (blue points) and theory curves versus x1 (deu-
terium/hydrogen)
4.4.3 Effects of correcting known rate dependencies
One of the main advantages of the intensity extrapolation method is that rate dependencies which vanish
at zero intensity will cancel in the ratio and can be removed simply by the extrapolation itself. However,
two known sources of rate dependence (tracking efficiency and the use of NIM3 for proton normalization
instead of raw protons) can be included or not. By comparing the cross section results with and without
these corrections, one can see how well the extrapolation is doing at removing these rate dependencies.
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Figure 4.22: Extrapolation fits using the common pol2 fit for combined roadsets 57-70 using anaylsis cuts
2111v42. Raw protons are used for normalization and no tracking efficiency is included.[35]
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Figure 4.23: Extrapolation fits using the common pol2 fit for combined roadsets 57-70 using anaylsis cuts
2111v42. Raw protons are used for normalization and tracking efficiency is included.[35]
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Figure 4.24: Extrapolation fits using the common pol2 fit for combined roadsets 57-70 using anaylsis cuts
2111v42. NIM3 is used for normalization and tracking efficiency is included.[35]
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Looking at the progression from no rate corrections (fig. 4.22) to tracking efficiency correction (fig. 4.23)
to tracking efficiency and NIM3 corrections (fig. 4.24), one can see a very small effect in the low intensity
bins, but a noticeable increase in the high intensity bins. Note that rate dependence corrections are not
meant to remove the accidental background and therefore one should not expect a flat distribution even if
all rate dependencies are accounted for. Even with the significant change in shape as a function of intensity,
one can see a very stable result of the intercept or p0 value (fig. 4.25).
Figure 4.25: The effect of the inclusion of rate corrections on the cross section ratio from the intensity
extrapolation method. Because these rate corrections vanish at zero intensity, the extrapolation method is
able to effectively remove these effects itself and the manual removal of them has little effect on the result.
[35]
4.5 Mass Fit
The mass fit is an alternative method for background subtraction that makes use of the distinct mass spectra
of the different sources of events for signal-background separation. Most obviously, the J/ψ and ψ′ events
have a much sharper distribution and are lower mass than the majority of the Drell-Yan events and as such
can be easily identified. In order to perform a mass fit, one needs an appropriate sample of events for each
of the possible sources. Signal-like events (Drell-Yan, J/ψ, and ψ′) are generated from Monte Carlo. The
empty flask events which originate from the target flask itself and the air upstream and downstream of the
target are taken directly from the empty flask data. When analyzing solid target events, the ”none” target
data is used instead. Finally, the mixed background is produced by the mixing of single track FPGA4 events
(Sec. 3.3).
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Figure 4.26: Mass fit of the hydrogen data for combined roadsets 57-70. The fit is performed with all
analysis cuts except the mass cut 4.2 < mass < 8.8 GeV, which is denoted with a dotted black vertical line.
Note that the normalization for the flask events is fixed from the ratio of live protons and therefore has no
uncertainty.
The fitting itself is done with the RooFit library from Root. The result is a normalization value for
each of the component sources, which indicates the number of events from that source (fig. 4.26). These
normalizations can then be fixed as one changes the cuts, or projects the fit onto other variables such as x2
(fig. 4.27). In fact, the fit itself is performed without the standard mass cut of 4.2 < mass < 8.8 GeV. This
is because the normalization of the mixed background is most easily determined where it is the dominant
component, at very low mass. The strength of the mass fit method is the ability to classify and subtract
background for an individual target without a ratio even if those events do not have a different intensity
dependence than Drell-Yan. For this reason it is critical to the understanding of absolute cross sections as
well as any detailed study of the J/ψ which is heavily contaminated with both mixed as well as Drell-Yan.
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Figure 4.27: Projection of mass fit onto x2. Note that the mass cut is included before the projection which
is why the J/ψ and ψ′ are nearly completely removed. Due to the degenerate shapes of the components in
x2 the fit must be originally performed against mass.
The difficulties of the mass fit predominantly lie in the statistics of the mixed events. Because the FPGA4
trigger was recorded with a significant prescale, the number of tracks with which to mix is severely limited.
This causes problems with the fitter’s ability to determine the fit likelihood during areas of Poissonian
statistics. Moreover, due to the intensity dependent nature of the mixed background, it has been suggested
that the mixed background has an intensity dependence to the shape of the mass spectrum. This is however
not measureable due to the statistics available. While it is possible to produce a mixed background by taking
single tracks from the signal FPGA1 trigger and mixing them randomly, it is uncertain whether these tracks
would possess the same kinematic properties of the single tracks which constitute the mixed events.
4.5.1 Proton Normalization
The proton normalization is used twice in the mass fit method, once for the normalization of the empty
flask sample, and once for the relative normalization between targets when performing a cross section ratio.
Because the protons from the empty flask were recorded as data, the relative normalization between the data
on liquid and that on flask is known. Because of this, the empty flask normalization is fixed. This is the
same as simply removing the empty flask events before performing a fit. Because the mass fit is performed
integrated over intensity, the normalization used is the live protons. Due to the existence of an intensity cut
at 80,000 protons, a more accurate measurement might be to normalize by the ratio of the weighted NIM3
integrated to the intensity allowed, however the difference is minor (fig 4.10).
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4.5.2 Cross Section Ratio

















Here, the yield values YD, YH , YE are obtained from the mass fits of the deuterium and hydrogen targets.
The only difference in this equation is the addition of the integrated tracking efficiency corrections from
table 4.8. Because the mass fit is performed integrated over all intensities, the tracking efficiency must be
taken into account as opposed to the intensity extrapolation method where it cancels in the ratio at zero
intensity.
Figure 4.28: Comparison of the cross section ratio between the 2d pol2 fit intensity extrapolation and the
mass fit method. The intensity extrapolation uses raw protons for normalization while the mass fit method
is using live protons due to the method being intensity integrated. Notice that although the shapes of the
cross section ratio are similar there is a roughly 1 sigma systematic shift between the mass fit and intensity
extrapolation methods.
4.6 Effects on tightening the mass cut
Due to the prevalence of the accidental background in the low mass region, it is worth exploring the invarience
of the CSR as a function of the mass cut. Both the mass fit and intensity extrapolation methods claim to
remove the accidentals, so a tightening of the mass cut should not change the CSR values.
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Figure 4.29: Scatter plot of the x1 versus x2 distribution of SeaQuest data. Our data predominantly exists
in the forward (xF > 0) region. The red hyperbola corresponds to the mass = 3.1 GeV J/ψ peak.
The standard cuts involve a mass cut at 4.2 GeV which was tested against cuts of m > 4.5 and m > 4.8.
As seen in figure 4.29, tightening the mass cut predominantly affects the low x2 events. Because the mass
fit method performs the fit before the mass cut is applied, the resulting fit is identical with a tightened mass
cut. The subtraction of the resulting accidental background is then identical for the high x2 region while
the low x2 region experiences both a change in the number of data events as well as predicted accidental
events (fig. 4.30). Conversely, the intensity extrapolation method uses x2 coupled fits. This means that the
fit (and corresponding intercept) for each x2 bin is affected by the results from all other x2 bins.
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Figure 4.30: The effect of tightening the mass cut on the cross section ratio from the mass fit method. Note
the results for the largest two x2 bins are identical for all mass cuts shown. The lowest x2 bin’s uncertainty
quickly grows due to the rapid decline in the number of events which exist in that x2 region. The only bin
which shows and significant change is the 3rd x2 bin which drops by about 1 sigma and stays there after
tightening the mass cut to m > 4.5 GeV.
Figure 4.31: The effect of tightening the mass cut on the cross section ratio from intensity extrapolation
method using the 2d pol2 fitting function. Due to the coupling of the fit across x2 bins the CSR at high
x2 is affected even though the events in that particular x2 bin remain unchanged. Bins 2-4 tend to increase
with even a slight tightening of the mass cut, while bins 6-7 show a slight decrease.
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Figure 4.32: The effect of tightening the mass cut on the cross section ratio from intensity extrapolation
method using the com pol2 fitting function. Similar to the 2d pol2 fit (fig. 4.31), the high x2 bins are
affected by a tightening of the mass cut. However, unlike the 2d pol2 fit, the common pol2 fit seems to have
a much more systematic shift of the CSR up. Each of the x2 bins increases by about 0.5 sigma except the
first bin (due possibly to poor statistics) and the third bin (which remains mostly constant).
While the CSR remains mostly unchanged for the mass fit method (fig. 4.30), the intensity extrapolation
(figs. 4.31,4.32) results in a mostly positive shift in the CSR. When comparing the result of different methods
with a tighter mass cut (figs. 4.33,4.34) the results appear closer than with the standard cuts (fig. 4.28).
This seems to imply that the low mass region 4.2 < m < 4.5 GeV is not entirely being handled correctly in
the extrapolation method.
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Figure 4.33: Comparison of the cross section ratio of the mass fit and extrapolation methods including a
mass cut of m > 4.5 GeV.
Figure 4.34: Comparison of the cross section ratio of the mass fit and extrapolation methods including a
mass cut of m > 4.8 GeV.
The consistency between the CSR at mass > 4.5 GeV and mass > 4.8 GeV shows that the appropriate
mass cut to be used is mass > 4.5 GeV.
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x2 <x2> CSR stat sys
0.1-0.13 0.1227 1.083 0.0997 0.0390
0.13-0.16 0.1473 1.226 0.0513 0.0311
0.16-0.195 0.1781 1.146 0.0426 0.0260
0.195-0.24 0.2163 1.195 0.0419 0.0244
0.24-0.29 0.2627 1.166 0.0458 0.0250
0.29-0.35 0.3152 1.193 0.0494 0.0311
0.35-0.45 0.3849 1.115 0.0633 0.0410
Table 4.12: Cross section ratio values and errors for the common pol2 fitting intensity extrapolation method
using a mass cut of m > 4.5 GeV.
x2 <x2> CSR stat sys
0.1-0.13 0.1227 1.133 0.1165 0.0390
0.13-0.16 0.1473 1.245 0.0644 0.0311
0.16-0.195 0.1781 1.158 0.0492 0.0260
0.195-0.24 0.2163 1.197 0.0421 0.0244
0.24-0.29 0.2627 1.1572 0.0502 0.0250
0.29-0.35 0.3152 1.1733 0.0665 0.0311
0.35-0.45 0.3849 1.0814 0.1032 0.0410
Table 4.13: Cross section ratio values and errors for the 2d pol2 fitting intensity extrapolation method using
a mass cut of m > 4.5 GeV. Note the systematics are identical to those of the common pol2 method. This
is because the systematics are calculated for the intensity extrapolation method as a whole and one of the
primary sources of systematics is the choice of fitting function (2d pol2 or common pol2).
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x2 <x2> CSR CSR stat
0.1-0.13 0.1227 1.168 0.1088
0.13-0.16 0.1473 1.235 0.0423
0.16-0.195 0.1781 1.159 0.0277
0.195-0.24 0.2163 1.2275 0.0315
0.24-0.29 0.2627 1.2045 0.0390
0.29-0.35 0.3152 1.227 0.0487
0.35-0.45 0.3849 1.183 0.0753
Table 4.14: Cross section ratio values and errors for the mass fit method with a mass cut of m > 4.5 GeV.
Note the systematic study for the mass fit is ongoing.
x2 <x2> <x1> <x1>stat <Q
2>(GeV2) <Q2>stat
0.1-0.13 0.1227 0.8026 0.0524 21.47 1.11
0.13-0.16 0.1473 0.6983 0.0651 22.45 1.89
0.16-0.195 0.1781 0.6155 0.0760 23.99 2.94
0.195-0.24 0.2163 0.5554 0.0875 26.36 4.30
0.24-0.29 0.2627 0.5185 0.0947 29.99 5.71
0.29-0.35 0.3152 0.4964 0.0979 34.62 7.08
0.35-0.45 0.3849 0.4787 0.0966 40.92 8.68
Table 4.15: Mean x1, Q
2 and standard deviation for each x2 bin.
4.7 Cross Section Ratio Versus Other Variables
4.7.1 x1
The CSR can be examined versus other variables (x1, xF ) using a similar procedure. The mass fit method
performs the fit in the same way, and then simply counts the events for each component in the relevant
variable bin. The intensity extrapolation needs to perform a new separate intensity fit. The data are split
into x1 (xF ) bins and each bin is plotted as a function of intensity. When using the 2d pol2 fit, the slope and
curvature are functions of the binned variables (x1, xF ) instead of always x2. For the common pol2 method
this doesn’t matter since the slopes and curvatures have no x dependence.
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Figure 4.35: Cross section ratio as a function of x1 using standard analysis cuts including mass cut at m >
4.2 GeV. The low x1 region corresponds to high x2 and so similarly has a disagreement with the purple
(CT14) and pink (CT10) global fits. The blue 2d pol2 fit disagrees with the black common pol2 and red
mass fits by showing a negative slope at high x1.
When looking at the CSR versus x1 (fig. 4.35), one sees a significant difference between the 2d pol2
extrapolation fit (blue) and the common pol2 extrapolation fit (black). At high x1, the 2d pol2 fit shows
a negative slope which is in disagreement with the other calculations as well as the global fits. This is
particularly concerning because high x1 corresponds to low x2 (fig. 4.29), a region which should be well
understood. It is believed that this is evidence that the 2d pol2 fit provides too much freedom for the
extrapolation. Examining the efficacy of different fits has been examined in Daniel Morton’s thesis [36].
Comparing the mass fit (red) and common pol2 (black), the results agree fairly well in shape, but have
a difference in normalization similar to the CSR versus x2.
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Figure 4.36: The effect of a tightened mass cut (m >4.2, 4.5, 4.8 GeV) on the mass fit method to extract
the CSR versus x1. Unlike x2 (fig. 4.30), all of the x1 bins are modified. This is because of the forward
(xF > −0.1) analysis cuts (fig. 4.29). While there is a normalization disagreement everywhere with the
CT14 and CT10 global fits, the largest difference is at low x1. This region corresponds to high x2 where the
global fits are dominated by the E866 data. Tightening the mass cut shows a very slight drop in the bins
0.4 < x1 < 0.5 and 0.7 < x1 < 0.8 while the other bins do not show any other consistent or significant shift.
The effects of tightening the mass cut (figs. 4.36,4.37,4.38) are more muted than that of x2. This is
because the events which are removed, rather than being concentrated in a few low x2 bins, are instead
equally smeared out among the x1 bins. The effects for the mass fit and common pol2 are both very mild
but are consistent with the x2 results, showing a negligible change in shape but a general improvement in
relative normalization (slight decrease for mass fit and a slight increase for common pol2).
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Figure 4.37: The effect of a tightened mass cut (m >4.2, 4.5, 4.8 GeV) on the common pol2 fit using the
intensity extrapolation method to extract the CSR versus x1. Similar to 4.36, the data has a higher value
than the global fits at low x1 which is believed to be due to the dominance of the E866 data in that region.
Because the tightening of the mass cut is more equally shared among all of the x1 bins than it was over
the x2 bins, the effect is much more mild than seen in figure 4.32. Most of the bins show a modest if any
increase in value.
The effect for the common pol2 is similar when plotted against x1 or x2. The CSR shifts up about half
a standard deviation across most of the bins.
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Figure 4.38: The effect of a tightened mass cut (m >4.2, 4.5, 4.8 GeV) on the 2d pol2 fit using the intensity
extrapolation method to extract the CSR versus x1. There is a significant negative slope at high x1 here
which is not visible in the other methods. This is believed to be due to overfitting of the data. Whats worse
is the tightening of the mass cut shows an exaggeration of this effect. The low x1 bins increase, while the
high x1 bins decrease, leading to a more negative slope. This significant deviation from other methods as
well as more drastic modulation as a function of a tightened mass cut leads one to believe that the 2d pol2
fit is not a valid fit for the x1 dependence.
The 2d pol2 fit shows a negative slope as a function of x1 which disagrees with both other methods of
calculation as well as the global fits. More concerning is the significant shift due to the tightening of the mass
cut. At low x1 the CSR increases, while at high x1 the CSR decreases further exacerbating the problem.
This leads to the conclusion that the 2d pol2 fit is not sufficient for extrapolating the CSR versus x1.
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Figure 4.39: CSR as a function of x1 with a tightened mass cut at m > 4.5 GeV. The normalizations between
the mass fit (red) and common pol2 (black) fits are in better agreement for nearly all x1 ranges. This shift
in overall normalization is similar to what was seen in x2 (fig. 4.33). The 2d pol2 (blue) extrapolation fit
appears to get worse with a more negative slope at high x1.
Figure 4.40: CSR as a function of x1 with a tightened mass cut at m > 4.8 GeV. Mass fit (red) and common
pol2 (black) have very little change when compared with the m > 4.5 GeV cut (fig. 4.39). The 2d pol2
(blue) as a slight drop at high x1 when compared with m > 4.5 GeV.
Comparing the results across different methods at specific mass cuts (figs 4.39, 4.40) one sees consistency
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with the x2 plots. The mass fit and common pol2 fits become closer in agreement after a cut of 4.5 GeV
and don’t significantly change at a higher 4.8 GeV cut. The 5c fit appears to have significant disagreement
and also shows a stronger dependence on the mass cut.
4.7.2 xF
Because of the acceptance (fig. 4.29) xF , defined as x1 − x2 is very strongly related to x1. Similar to x1,
the mass fit and common pol2 fits show similar shapes wit ha normalization difference while the 2d pol2 fit
shows a negative slope at high xF .
Figure 4.41: Cross section ratio as a function of xF . The mass fit (red) and common pol2 fit to intensity
extrapolation (black) are in agreement with shape but show a normalization difference. The 2d pol2 fit
(blue) shows a drop at high xF inconsistent with either other methods or the global analysis fits CT14
(purple) or CT10 (pink).
The mass fit (fig 4.42) shows the smallest variation as a function of the mass cut of the three methods.
This is due to the orthogonality of the mass and xF variables and the fact that the mass fit is performed
before the mass cut is applied while conversely the intensity extrapolation performs the fit after the mass
cut is applied. What little variation there is shows a slight decrease in the CSR for all of the xF bins.
Similar to the CSR versus x1, the 5c fit versus xF shows a negative slope which appears to get worse at
a tightening of the mass cut. The low xF bins increase in value, while the high xF bins decrease in value).
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Figure 4.42: The mass fit method shows the least variation as a function of mass cut of the three methods.
Since mass and xF are orthogonal variables the tightening of the mass cut removes events spread out among
all of the xF bins. The disagreement between the mass fit and global data (CT14 and CT10) at low xF is
due to the dominance in that region of the E866 data.
Figure 4.43: Cross section ratio as a function of xF from the 2d pol2 fit. As with the projection onto x1,
the 2d pol2 fit has a negative slope at high xF inconsistent with other methods or the global fits CT14 and
CT10. At low xF this is especially concerning where there is a significant amount of data and the global fits
are more well constrained.
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Figure 4.44: Cross section ratio as a function of xF from the common pol2 fit. There is a normalization
increase across almost all of the xF bins when changing from a 4.2 to 4.5 GeV cut. Very little effect when
increasing the cut beyond 4.5 GeV.
Finally, the common pol2 fit to xF again shows results expected. At a higher mass cut, the normalization
increases while keeping the same general shape. This results in a more consistent value with the mass fit
method.
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Figure 4.45: Cross section ratio as a function of xF at a mass cut of 4.5 GeV. As with x1 and x2, the mass
fit and common pol2 fits are in closer agreement than at a mass cut of 4.2 GeV. Similar to the cross section
ratio versus x1, the 2d pol2 fit shows a negative slope at large xF in disagreement with the mass fit, common
pol2, CT14 (purple) and CT10 (pink).
Figure 4.46: Cross section ratio as a function of xF at a mass cut of 4.8 GeV. Tightening the mass cut beyond
4.5 GeV shows little effect on the mass fit and common pol2 fit. The 2d pol2 fit still shows a negative slope
at high xF .
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4.8 d̄/ū Extraction
The procedure of extracting the d̄/ū ratio (fig. 4.47) from the CSR is iterative where the CSR is calculated
from predetermined PDFs and compared with the measured CSR. The PDFs are then adjusted to give
better agreement with the data, until the CSR calculated from the PDFs is within tolerance of the measured
value. Generally, the PDFs for u, d, c, s quarks as well as the sum d̄+ ū are fixed from a choice of global fit.
The ratio for a specific x2 bin is initialized as
[d̄/ū](ix2) = 2(CSR)meas(ix2)− 1. (4.17)
Here, ix2 is the index referring to the x2 bin number. The results are independent of the initialization,
but this choice is done to reduce the run time. A predicted cross section ratio is then calculated in a 2







Nbin(ix1, ix2) · (CSR)pred(ix1, ix2) (4.18)
The ratio d̄/ū is then adjusted according to the difference between the measured and predicted CSR,
∆CSR(ix2) = (CSR)meas(ix2)− (CSR)pred(ix2).
∆d̄/ū(ix2) =
2α∆CSR(ix2)(1− r2)
2r((CSR)pred(ix2)− r − 1)2
, (4.19)
where r = d(<x1>)4u(<x1>) , and α = 0.9
n is a dampening factor. n starts at 0, and is incremented by 1 every time
the value ∆d̄/ū(ix2) changes sign.
A number of choices were made in the specifics of the extraction procedure such as the CSR value to
use when outside the x2 region measured, the particular method of accounting for the x1 distribution of our
data, the choice of PDF set to use, etc. The specifics of these studies are detailed in [37].
The statistical uncertainties are taken by modifying one of the x2 binned initial cross section ratio values
by 1 standard deviation up and down and repeating the analysis. This is repeated for each x2 bin. The
systematic uncertainties include the systematic uncertainty from the CSR, the effect of the d̄/ū value in
unmeasured regions, and nuclear effects of the deuteron.
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Figure 4.47: d̄/ū ratio obtained using CSR from 2d pol2 fit at mass > 4.5 GeV and the CT14 LO PDFs.
The yellow band corresponds to the systematic uncertainty. The value of d̄/ū outside the measured region
is set to 1.
Figure 4.48: d̄/ū ratio obtained using CSR from common pol2 fit at mass > 4.5 GeV and the CT14 LO
PDFs. The yellow band corresponds to the systematic uncertainty. The value of d̄/ū outside the measured
region is set to 1.
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Figure 4.49: d̄/ū ratio obtained using CSR from mass fit at mass > 4.5 GeV and the CT14 LO PDFs. The
yellow band corresponds to the systematic uncertainty. The value of d̄/ū outside the measured region is set
to 1.
x2 d̄/ū stat lower stat upper sys lower sys upper
0.1227 1.238 0.2441 0.2465 0.002828 0.004843
0.1474 1.546 0.1452 0.1468 0.007087 0.009762
0.1782 1.379 0.1172 0.1188 0.005385 0.01019
0.2163 1.524 0.1111 0.1131 0.01127 0.02699
0.2628 1.482 0.1453 0.1497 0.01393 0.04605
0.3155 1.644 0.2248 0.2377 0.02471 0.08013
0.3844 1.533 0.3821 0.4189 0.03624 0.09442
Table 4.16: d̄/ū using CSR from 2d pol2 fit at mass > 4.5GeV and CT14 LO PDF. See figure 4.47
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x2 d̄/ū stat lower stat upper sys lower sys upper
0.1227 1.174 0.2083 0.2101 0.001879 0.003631
0.1474 1.505 0.1155 0.1165 0.006307 0.009118
0.1782 1.351 0.1011 0.1023 0.005674 0.0101
0.2163 1.517 0.1103 0.1123 0.01264 0.02667
0.2628 1.504 0.1329 0.1366 0.01629 0.04586
0.3155 1.704 0.1697 0.1769 0.02933 0.0816
0.3844 1.665 0.2455 0.2598 0.04693 0.09904
Table 4.17: d̄/ū using CSR from common pol2 fit at mass > 4.5 GeV and CT14 LO PDF. See figure 4.48
x2 d̄/ū stat lower stat upper sys lower sys upper
0.1227 1.352 0.229 0.2311 0.004691 0.00694
0.1474 1.524 0.0954 0.0961 0.006811 0.009421
0.1782 1.381 0.0661 0.06663 0.006941 0.0102
0.2163 1.603 0.0842 0.08534 0.01693 0.02749
0.2628 1.613 0.1152 0.118 0.02241 0.04753
0.3155 1.808 0.1702 0.1775 0.03929 0.08313
0.3844 1.942 0.3084 0.3302 0.0729 0.1092
Table 4.18: d̄/ū using CSR from mass fit at mass > 4.5 GeV and CT14 LO PDF. See figure 4.49
4.9 d̄− ū Extraction
Once d̄/ū has been extracted, it is a simple matter to use the d̄+ ū from the input global fit data to convert
the result to d̄− ū. Each x bin is then evolved using the DGLAP equation to fix Q2 = 25.5 GeV2. This is
of particular interest due to the canceling of the symmetric sea as will be seen in equation 5.3. Due to the
CT14 global fits including the E866 data, the CT14 d̄ − ū is lower than the E906 data, as consistent with
the CSR and d̄/ū (figs. 4.50,4.51,4.52).
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Figure 4.50: d̄ − ū obtained using CSR from 2d pol2 fit at mass < 4.5 GeV and the CT14 LO PDFs.The
yellow band corresponds to the systematic uncertainty. The value of d̄/ū outside the measured region is set
to 1.
Figure 4.51: d̄−ū obtained using CSR from common pol2 fit at mass < 4.5 GeV and the CT14 LO PDFs.The
yellow band corresponds to the systematic uncertainty. The value of d̄/ū outside the measured region is set
to 1.
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Figure 4.52: d̄− ū obtained using CSR from mass fit at mass < 4.5 GeV and the CT14 LO PDFs.The yellow
band corresponds to the systematic uncertainty. The value of d̄/ū outside the measured region is set to 1.
x2 <x2> d̄− ū stat- stat+ sys- sys+
0.1-0.13 0.1227 0.1958 0.204 0.165 0.00210 0.00359
0.13-0.16 0.1473 0.232 0.0516 0.0465 0.00238 0.00326
0.16-0.195 0.1781 0.102 0.0279 0.0257 0.00122 0.00230
0.195-0.24 0.2163 0.0734 0.0129 0.0120 0.00126 0.00296
0.24-0.29 0.2627 0.0350 0.00897 0.00820 0.000814 0.00263
0.29-0.35 0.3152 0.0207 0.00593 0.00527 0.000602 0.00188
0.35-0.45 0.3849 0.00645 0.00425 0.00339 0.000347 0.000859
Table 4.19: d̄− ū using CSR from 2d pol2 fit at mass > 4.5GeV and CT14 LO PDF. See figure 4.50
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x2 <x2> d̄− ū stat- stat+ sys- sys+
0.1-0.13 0.1227 0.1468 0.1814 0.1509 0.00148 0.00285
0.13-0.16 0.1473 0.21765 0.0419 0.0385 0.00219 0.00314
0.16-0.195 0.1781 0.0954 0.0245 0.0228 0.00132 0.00233
0.195-0.24 0.2163 0.0727 0.0129 0.0120 0.00142 0.00294
0.24-0.29 0.2627 0.0363 0.00801 0.00739 0.000936 0.00257
0.29-0.35 0.3152 0.0222 0.00418 0.00383 0.000685 0.00183
0.35-0.45 0.3849 0.00763 0.00231 0.00202 0.000407 0.000814
Table 4.20: d̄− ū using CSR from common pol2 fit at mass > 4.5GeV and CT14 LO PDF. See figure 4.51
x2 <x2> d̄− ū stat- stat+ sys- sys+
0.1-0.13 0.1227 0.276 0.171 0.142 0.00316 0.00466
0.13-0.16 0.1473 0.224 0.0338 0.0315 0.00233 0.00230
0.16-0.195 0.1781 0.102 0.0154 0.0147 0.00158 0.00230
0.195-0.24 0.2163 0.0819 0.00907 0.00862 0.00178 0.00284
0.24-0.29 0.2627 0.0422 0.00632 0.00592 0.00118 0.00245
0.29-0.35 0.3152 0.0245 0.00388 0.00357 0.000853 0.00173
0.35-0.45 0.3849 0.00977 0.00241 0.00208 0.000523 0.000736
Table 4.21: d̄− ū using CSR from mass fit at mass > 4.5GeV and CT14 LO PDF. See figure 4.52
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Chapter 5
Comparison with Theoretical Models
It is important now to consider various theoretical models in order to understand the results. Perturbative
calculations are only relevant in the limit of low coupling constant αs, and as seen before, non-perturbative
methods are required to explain the asymmetric sea. The first two models considered are the meson cloud
model and the chiral quark model. Both contain fairly simple assumptions that the proton can be expressed
in terms of a combination of Fock states of bare hadrons with symmetric seas. The asymmetry then arises
by examining the weighted sum of the valence quarks from this sum of Fock states.
Another theory is lattice QCD. Lattice QCD (LQCD) can provide a more rigorous calculation of the
hadron PDFs from first principles. It involves discretation of spacetime into a finite grid which allows direct
calculation of non-perturbative QCD effects. The finite grid spacing automatically includes an ultraviolet
cutoff to remove the need for renormalization. Some of the issues with LQCD are the computational
considerations and the ability to directly compute the x dependence of the PDF. While LQCD can be
used to obtain the lowest moments of the PDF, determination of the x dependence of the PDF remains a
major challenge for LQCD. Nevertheless, there have been some recent advancements in this area, as will be
discussed.
The final model examined is the statistical model. The statistical model uses the Fermi-Dirac equation
to model the parton distribution functions as gasses in order to apply additional constraints and reduce the
number of free parameters in a global fit.
5.1 Meson Cloud Model
Meson cloud models are a class of models for baryon sea which involve expressing a baryon in terms of a
combination of bare baryon-meson Fock states. The idea is that the bare baryon-mesons have a symmetric
sea, and the flavor asymmetry of the baryon sea originates from asymmetry of the valence anti-quark
distributions of the mesons. Specifically, the implication of the pion cloud model on the d̄/ū asymmetry

























Here the zero subscript refers to a bare baryon with symmetric sea. Each of the three groups of terms
(bare proton, nucleon-pion, delta-pion) are individually normalized with Clebsch-Gordon coefficients and
the values of a and b are determined experimentally from the πNN and πN∆ couplings. While the π0
have equal contribution from ū and d̄, the π+(ud̄) and π−(ūd) have flavor asymmetric valence antiquark
distributions. The difference in the π+ and π− meson cloud contents in the proton would introduce a d̄/ū

























where S(x) is the contribution of the symmetric sea and fNπ (f
∆
π ) characterize the x dependence from the
valence antiquarks of the mesons in the baryon-meson state. It is important to note the presence of the S(x)
term which quantifies the symmetric sea. Its value is not known experimentally which makes calculation of
the asymmetry ratio particularly difficult. As the magnitude of S(x) increases, it drives the ratio toward
1. The extreme values allowed by this model are either 5 in the case of a contribution purely from the Nπ
terms, or 1/2 in the case of a contribution purely from the ∆π terms.
What the pion cloud model is much better at is computing the difference
d̄(x)− ū(x) = 1
3
(2afNπ (x)− bf∆π (x)). (5.3)
When calculating the difference, the contributions due to symmetric sea cancels out and a much simpler
expression is obtained. Because fNπ and f
∆
π are normalized, the integral can be written as
∫ 1
0
d̄(x)− ū(x)dx = 1
3
(2a− b). (5.4)
While this integral has been shown to have good agreement with data, the differential quantity does not
[39].












where gMpB is a coupling constant, FMpB(t,Λ) is a form factor, Λ is a cutoff parameter, F (t,mp,mB) is a
kinematic factor determined by whether the baryon is a member of SU(3) flavor octet or decuplet and tmin







Only considering the Nπ and ∆π states, the coupling constants and form factors are well known from meson
production and other experiments. The uncertainties arise from the form factor FMpB and cutoff parameter
Λ. The form factor and cutoff are determined by examining hadronic collision experiments (pp → πX,
pp → ∆++X) at low pT , but difficulty in removing background has led to uncertainties on the order of a
factor of two with respect to the antiquark content of the proton [40, 41].
5.2 Chiral Models
Chiral quark models are similar to meson cloud models. Instead of expanding the proton in terms of meson-






















∣∣uπ−〉+ aKD ∣∣sK0〉+ ... (5.8)
Here, the small letters denote bare quarks and Z, aMQ are normalization constants. Like the meson cloud


















Figure 5.1: Comparison of E866 data with d̄ − ū at Q2 = 54GeV 2/c2. Note that while the integral is in
good agreement, the differential quantity disagrees between data and models [44]
Like the meson cloud models, chiral quark models obtain results in good agreement with data for the
integrated quantities, but have trouble describing the x dependence of d̄− ū (fig. 5.1).
5.3 Lattice QCD
Perturbative QCD works well at high energies and short distances due to the smallness of the strong running
coupling constant and QCD factorization theorems. At sufficiently high energies the structure functions can
be written as a convolution of a perturbatively calculated hard scattering, C1,f and a non-perturbative PDF,
f(z,Q2), [45]












The Q2 dependence of the PDFs can then be calculated using the DGLAP evolution equations. The goal of
LQCD is to compute these PDFs from first principles to sufficient accuracy to compare directly with measured
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experimental values. By imposing a finite space-time grid, the path integrals may be calculated directly.
The goal is to then extrapolate the results to a continuum of infinite volume and show convergence with
data. LQCD is very computationally intensive and there are a number of sources of systematic uncertainties
which need to be discussed.
5.3.1 x-dependence from LaMET
The uncertainty in the PDF comes primarily from three sources: the choice of lattice, the pion mass, and
the inverse Mellin transform [46]. By choosing a specific lattice spacing and size of the volume, certain
approximations are being made. The goal is to extrapolate to the result in the continuum limit with infinite
volume. As the spacing decreases, the computational requirements increase as well as the introduction of a
renormalization scheme which is normally unnecessary due to the finite spacing [47, 48].
One of the only inputs into the model is the choice of pion (or quark) mass. Generally this is chosen as an
unphysically high value due to the computational time being inversely related to the pion mass. Similarly,
the results are usually computed at several pion masses and then extrapolated to the physical pion mass.
This extrapolation is characterized by chiral perturbation theory [49].
Traditional lQCD doesn’t compute x dependence of PDFS directly but instead computes various Mellin
moments. In order to extract the x dependence and inverse Mellin transform is then needed. However, due
to increasing uncertainties, only the lowest three moments are generally computed. This leads to rather
signifnicant model dependencies on the x dependence [50].
A recent development in lQCD has been the introduction of the LaMET theory (Large-momentum
effective theory). The general idea is that light-cone correlators needed can be replaced by an infinite series of
quasi-operators which converge at infinite momentum. By then taking the results at several Lorentz boosted
momenta and extrapolating, one can direclty compute the x dependent PDF to much higher precision [51]
(fig. 5.2).
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Figure 5.2: Comparions of LaMET lQCD model (blue) with CT14 global PDF (red). The model is normal-
ized at 3 GeV. Quark u− d is shown at positive x and d̄− ū for negative x [51]
5.4 Statistical Model
The statistical model pioneered by Bourrely, Buccella, and Soffer [52, 53, 54] is a simple idea which models
the partons as a Fermi-Dirac gas and relates the equivalent of the thermodynamic potential of the polarized
quark and antiquark distributions together in order to reduce the number of free parameters in the global
fit. In the statistical model, the parton distributions are parametrized according to
q(x) = [exp[(x−X0q)/x̄]± 1]−1. (5.10)
In this equation, X0q takes the roll of the thermodynamical potential and x̄ is a univeral temperature (the
same for all partons). Quarks and antiquarks use a plus sign corresponding to a Fermi-Dirac distribu-
tion, while gluons use a minus sign corresponding to a Bose-Einstein distribution. Chiral QCD places two
constraints on the constants. First,
Xh0q = −X−h0q̄ , (5.11)
the potential of a quark is equal to the negative of the antiquark with opposite helicity. Second, the potential
of the gluon is zero (gluon is its own antiparticle)
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X0G = 0. (5.12)
When comparing the statistical model to the E866 results, one of the interesting points was the disagree-
ment with drop off at high x (fig. 5.3).
Figure 5.3: Ratio of the antiquark distribution in the proton comparison between statistical model (green)
and the E866 data at Q2 = 54GeV . Unlike many other global fits, the statistical model continued to predict
a rise in the d̄/ū ratio at high x even after the inclusion of the E866 data [55].
Because of this rising behavior at high x, the statistical model compares more favorably with the E906 data
than some of the global fits. When plotting versus x2 (fig. 5.4), the statistical model (black) shows an overall
normalization in better agreement with E906 data as well as a more consistent shape at high x2.
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Figure 5.4: Cross section ratio versus x2 comparison between E906 data and Bourrely Soffer statistical model
(black), CT14 (purple) and CT10 (pink) global fits. Data is from mass fit (red), common pol2 (black) and
2d pol2 (blue) fits.
Figure 5.5: Cross section ratio versus x1 comparison between E906 data and Bourrely Soffer statistical model
(black), CT14 (purple) and CT10 (pink) global fits. Data is from mass fit (red), common pol2 (black) and
2d pol2 (blue) fits.
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Figure 5.6: Cross section ratio versus xF comparison between E906 data and Bourrely Soffer statistical
model (black), CT14 (purple) and CT10 (pink) global fits. Data is from mass fit (red), common pol2 (black)
and 2d pol2 (blue) fits.
The CSR versus both x1 and xF show better agreement with the statistical method at low x1 and xF
due to the acceptance tying these regions to those of high x2.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Prospects
The SeaQuest experiment was designed to measure the sea quark asymmetry at high Bjorken x. The E866
experiment had previously measured the nucleon sea up to x = 0.34 and showed a surprising drop of the
ratio of the PDFs, d̄/ū, below 1. Not only was this unexpected by the theoretical models at the time, but
the uncertainty on the last several data points made the results inconclusive.
E906-SeaQuest measured the Drell-Yan cross section ratio of events from a 120 GeV proton beam on a
fixed target of liquid deuterium and liquid hydrogen. Using a new detector apparatus, higher beam intensity,
and lower beam energy, E906 was able to measure events at a higher Bjorken-x of 0.45.
SeaQuest had several additional hurdles to overcome in the form of intensity dependencies and increased
accidental background. Background removal was considered in two independent methods. First, the mass
spectrum of the data was fit to models of all predicted sources of Drell-Yan events and the background was
subtracted; second, the background was predicted to have a different intensity dependence than the signal
and the cross section ratio was extrapolated to zero intensity. After the removal of the background, the
results show clearly that the ratio of d̄/ū does not in fact drop below 1, and instead continues to rise very
closely to the prediction of the statistical model and meson cloud model. Inclusion of this data will surely
have a significant impact on the global fits at high x.
In addition to the analysis done here, there are also data from Data Sets 5 and 6 to be analyzed. The
inclusion of this data contains additional accuracy at high x as well as provides new tracks with which to
produce mixed background events to be used in the mass fit method.
In order to model the accidental events for the mass fit method, E906 took random combinations of
single track events and mixed them together producing the mixed background. With proper hindsight, it
is possible to instead record a surplus of like-sign events. These are events which contain two muons of the
same electric charge. By simply flipping the charge of one of the tracks (and corresponding momentum),
it would be possible to produce a model of the accidental background without mixing random tracks. The
subsequent experiment, E1039-SpinQuest, is intended to measure the polarized PDFs. By learning from our
lack of data on the accidental background, it is possible for SpinQuest to record additional like-sign events.
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Due to the dropoff of d̄/ū at high x of the E866 data, many of the global fits and theoretical models
currently show a drop at high x. The inclusion of the E906 data will likely cause these fits to once again
show an increasing d̄/ū. The significant discrepancy between the E906 and E866 data is probably due to
incorrect statistical error calculations at the edges of the E866 acceptance. Verification of that would require
a reproduction of the E866 analysis. Analysis of the remaining E906 data is also eagerly anticipated to
provide additional information on this apparent discrepancy.
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